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Abstract  

Groundwater provides about 60 percent of drinking water in Finland. In western Finland, 

drinking water for the town of Kurikka (pop. ~21 700) comes from glaciofluvial aquifers confined 

underneath thick glaciomarine aquitards along structurally-controlled bedrock valleys. One such valley is 

called the Paloluoma Buried Bedrock Valley (BBV) – an area that experiences a subarctic climate with no 

dry season and cool summers. The nearby town of Vaasa (pop. ~70 000) currently uses river water, 

which is more prone to near-surface sources of contamination than groundwater. As such, Vaasa 

intends to get its water supply from the same aquifer as Kurikka, especially because the aquifer of 

interest is seemingly highly productive. With increased interest and demand, it is important to 

understand key hydrogeological characteristics of the Paloluoma BBV aquifer system, its flow dynamics, 

and response to pumping in order to assess its sustainable exploitation rate. Such an assessment of the 

groundwater system has yet to be completed for this region. Hence, research on key hydrogeological 

characteristics and behaviour of the groundwater system is necessary to determine sustainable usage 

and develop plans to better protect and manage this groundwater resource.   

An understanding of groundwater systems is commonly developed by coupling a conceptual 

model with a flow model. The conceptual hydrogeological model of the Paloluoma BBV aquifer system 

was developed using methods such as water balances and pumping test analyses, which estimate 

hydraulic parameters such as groundwater recharge and hydraulic conductivity, respectively. The 

conceptual model also includes the 3D subsurface hydrostratigraphic structure consisting of a series of 

aquifers and aquitards for a total of 14 sedimentary hydrostratigraphic units (HSU) and bedrock. 

Important hydrogeological characteristics based on the conceptual model include the lack of 

groundwater interaction between surface water bodies and subsurface units, the delineation of spatial 

recharge on the basis of surficial geology where good recharge zones are found along raised Holocene 

beach ridges and topographic highs, indication of aquifer behaviour as confined and leaky, and local flow 

pathways indicating interaction between shallow and deep aquifers. The conceptual model is the 

foundation and framework of the groundwater flow model as it is an amalgamation of key processes 

and parameters of the Paloluoma BBV groundwater system. 

From the conceptual model, parameters are applied to the flow model, which is constructed 

using a finite element numerical model grid and set up as a fully saturated and confined aquifer system. 

The calibrated model parameters include a recharge rate of 50 mm/a, hydraulic conductivity of aquifers 

ranging within 10-4 ms-1 to 10-3 ms-1, hydraulic conductivity of aquitards at a magnitude of 10-7 ms-1, 
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hydraulic conductivity of bedrock gradually decreasing with depth from 10-7 ms-1 to 10-10 ms-1, and 

bedrock hydraulic conductivity anisotropy (Kh/Kv) of 1000. The flow model is critical to obtain 

quantitative understanding of the Paloluoma BBV hydrogeological system. To this end, four simulation 

goals/scenarios were addressed: (1) produce steady-state stabilized conditions, (2) verify the model with 

field pumping observations, (3) understand where water is coming from and going to, and (4) explore 

what could be the future maximum sustainable pumping rate of the existing production wells. These 

scenarios are studied and quantified using rate budgets at specific boundaries of interest. The change 

and comparison between scenarios at each boundary provided insight into how key areas of the model 

react to varying pumping rates. Key characteristics derived from the flow model include flow pathways 

and source areas during groundwater extraction. Specifically, it was found that the pumping well at the 

center of the study area is likely receiving water from overlying aquifers or underlying bedrock. In 

contrast, the water extracted from the pumping well at the downgradient south end of the study area is 

mainly sourced from captured discharge that would have otherwise flowed out of the system in the 

absence of pumping.  

While under the maximum pumping scenario (5500 m3d-1), water is drawn from outside the 

watershed and outflow out of the watershed is reduced, there is no lack of groundwater as even during 

pumping, flowing artesian conditions in monitoring wells remain present (for the purpose of this thesis, 

when artesian wells are specified, it is meant as flowing artesian wells). Nonetheless, groundwater 

production in the valley impacts the adjacent watershed, which must be considered when designing 

pumping plans.  

Using conventional flow modelling processes from conceptual model development to numerical 

modelling, the Paloluoma BBV is characterized and its groundwater resource is successfully quantified. 

The flow model is a critical tool for the town of Kurikka to aid in making informed decisions surrounding 

their freshwater resource and further the advancements of their freshwater program.  
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 Chapter 1  

Introduction 

Groundwater systems of regions that were covered by the Laurentide ice sheet in North 

America and the Fennoscandian ice sheet in Scandinavia (Dyke, 2009; Stroeven et al., 2016) are unique 

to most other regions of the World as relatively cold and humid climates allow for high rates of 

groundwater recharge through glacial deposits (Barthel et al., 2021; Person et al., 2007). However, 

fractured rock and glaciofluvial aquifers in some of these regions are confined underneath thick 

glaciolacustrine and glaciomarine aquitards along Quaternary buried valleys forming pressurized 

hydrogeological systems that have intricate connectivity to surface systems (Beaudry et al., 2018; 

Cloutier et al., 2006; Ross et al., 2005). These areas are also populated with many municipalities relying 

on groundwater for their water supply. This is the case for large areas of southwestern Finland (Katko, 

2016), where semi-confined and confined hydrogeological systems are prominent and are increasingly 

used to supply water to municipalities and towns.  

Groundwater is a critical resource for the Finnish population as 60% of drinking water usage is 

sourced from granular aquifers (Katko, 2016; Kløve et al., 2017). While these granular aquifers contain 

high permeability materials, high exploitation rates could still lead to unsustainable exploitation of 

aquifer systems relative to their recharge rates. Consequences of unsustainable exploitation include, but 

are not limited to, lowering of the water table, land subsidence, deterioration of groundwater quality, 

and changes in the local ecosystem (Gleeson et al., 2011; Savard et al., 2013; M Sophocleous, 2000). As 

such, it is important to determine sustainable rates of extraction. In order to determine safe 

groundwater extraction rates, a good understanding of the aquifer system is required. This 

understanding begins with the conceptualization of the study area that will model the subsurface 

architecture and assess key hydraulic parameters. Alongside conceptual model building, key processes 

such as recharge mechanisms and flow dynamics may begin to be investigated.  

Under the basis and conditions of the conceptual model, a numerical flow model must be 

developed. The numerical flow model is used to quantify freshwater resources and help construct 

management plans (Anderson & Woessner, 1992). Failures of numerical models to represent aquifer 

systems are often related to poor conceptual models (Kresic & Mikszewski, 2013). A flow model is 

especially useful for understanding complex systems such as the previously mentioned glaciofluvial 

aquifers with intricate connectivity between surface water and groundwater systems. The flow model 

can further explore flow dynamics under natural conditions and pumping conditions. Moreover, using 
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the flow model, varying pumping conditions can be simulated in order to explore the aquifer’s response 

to varying stress levels (Anderson & Woessner, 1992; Rushton, 2003). This will be especially helpful 

when determining safe extraction rates for the aquifer system. In many regions, especially those less 

populated, an exhaustive assessment of groundwater resulting from the product of a conceptual model 

and flow model, has yet to be completed. As such, further investigation of the groundwater system in 

these regions will lead to an improved understanding of key processes that are necessary to support 

sustainable groundwater usage. 

One such region requiring an improved understanding of its aquifer system is the Paloluoma 

Buried Bedrock Valley (BBV) in western Finland (Fig. 1.1). The Paloluoma BBV has historically sustained 

its water levels with artesian conditions, suggesting a prospective future in terms of its groundwater 

supply potential. On that account, groundwater usage is proposed to increase in order to supply water 

to other nearby municipalities. Specifically, the city of Vaasa, which currently supply their drinking water 

from rivers. Surface water bodies like rivers are more susceptible to contamination and changes to 

climate compared to groundwater.  

With the aquifer system proposed to undergo more pumping and its current limited 

understanding, sustainable groundwater extraction rates cannot be confidently estimated. Therefore, to 

improve understanding of the Paloluoma BBV, a conceptual model and a groundwater flow model are 

required. This research is a first attempt at developing these models for this region of western Finland. 

This study presents a multidisciplinary approach to acquire a better understanding of the aquifer 

system. From the hydrostratigraphic framework, characterization of hydrogeological properties, to 

quantification of groundwater availability, this study acquires and integrates all data and interpretations 

to form an applicable model for decision-making purposes surrounding the usage of groundwater of the 

Paloluoma BBV. Developing such an understanding of the Paloluoma BBV aquifer system will constitute 

a crucial first step towards meeting heavier demands of its freshwater resource in a sustainable manner 

and will greatly contribute to the region’s groundwater management plans.  
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Figure 1.1: Paloluoma study area located in West Finland near the Town of Kurikka. 
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1.1 Background Information 
 

Buried valleys in glacial landscapes can have complex origins related to tectonics, pre-glacial 

fluvial processes, as well as glacial erosion during the Quaternary (Cummings et al., 2006). Glacially 

carved out valleys are filled with unconsolidated sediments composed of sand and gravel, resulting in 

highly productive aquifers (Van Der Kamp & Maathuis, 2012). Often, such an aquifer area transitions 

upward into an aquitard related to lacustrine and/or marine depositional environments, which are in 

turn discontinuously overlain by minor perched aquifers made of deposits of postglacial origin (e.g., 

fluvial, eolian, organics). The aquitard units of low permeability till deposits form a complicated internal 

structure to the sediment assemblage. Detailed characterization of buried valley aquifers is essential to 

ensure consistent representation and useful quantitative analysis of the groundwater flow system.  

 Buried valleys can be modelled to represent three-dimensional subsurface structures and the 

lithological stratigraphy and sedimentology of valley fill units (Hickin et al., 2008; Ross et al., 2005; 

Sandersen & Jørgensen, 2003; Stumpf & Ismail, 2013). These geological models can then be used to 

provide important insights into the spatial distribution and hydraulic connectivity of aquifer and 

aquitard units within aquifer systems (e.g., Ross et al., 2005). Accordingly, a geological model of the 

geometry of the aquifer and aquitard units provide key insights into the hydrostratigraphic architecture, 

which is the basic framework for developing a sound hydrogeologic conceptual model. 

Based on the geological model, the hydrogeological model is obtained by assigning hydraulic 

parameters such as hydraulic conductivity and recharge. There are multiple methods cited in the 

literature to determine these hydraulic properties such as analysing hydrofacies and pumping tests for 

hydraulic conductivity (Van Der Kamp, 2001; Wen et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2016); and analysing 

hydrometeorological data and surficial geology for recharge and recharge distribution, respectively 

(Rivard et al., 2014; Scanlon et al., 2002).  

Another important component of developing an understanding of the hydrogeological system of 

buried valleys is to investigate the effect of pumping in different aquifers within the valley. Multiple 

methods to assess groundwater withdrawal with pumping have been developed and include; volume-

based methods using hydraulic head changes, remote sensing, groundwater flow models, and water 

balance methods using hydrological models (Bierkens & Wada, 2019). Groundwater flow models 

(simulated groundwater levels and head declines multiplied by the respective storage coefficient and 

drainable porosity) coupled with hydrological models (withdrawal rates subtracted from recharge rates) 

are also used to assess sustainable pumping rates and manage flow systems (De Graaf et al., 2014).  
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Another important strategy is the use of geochemical data to understand flow dynamics within 

the system. The most relevant radioactive isotopes in the hydrological cycle, tritium and 14C, are 

commonly used to support conceptual hydrogeological models and to form the basis for numerical 

simulations (Beaudry et al., 2018; Blackport et al., 2014; Janos et al., 2018; Kazemi et al., 2006; Mook, 

2006; Rey et al., 2018). The relative ages and evolution of a series of water samples provide important 

constraints to groundwater flow patterns and the degree to which certain aquifers in a buried valley are 

connected to the regional system. 

The uncertainty that remains surrounding groundwater flow models is heightened in semi-

confined to confined systems. For confined systems, replenishment is slower due to infiltration and 

recharge processes being more complex than for unconfined systems. Complexity for confined aquifer 

recharge arises due to the fact that they are fed by interconnected unconfined aquifer areas that are 

heterogeneously distributed over the region (Rey et al., 2018). These confined aquifers are prevalent in 

previously glaciated areas, especially along the former southern margins of Pleistocene ice sheets which 

were inundated by glacial lakes and short-lived inland seas, whose fine-grained sediments covered 

previously deposited glaciofluvial sediments from the melting of the ice sheets. Confined aquifers are 

becoming increasingly exploited for the purpose of water supply as they generally offer more protection 

from near-surface sources of contamination than surface water and unconfined aquifers (Bajc et al., 

2011). 

1.2 Scope and Objectives 
 

The main goal of this study is to improve the overall understanding of the groundwater flow 

system of the Paloluoma BBV, which currently supplies water to the Town of Kurikka. Presently, only the 

topmost aquifer of the buried valley is exploited. However, the deepest aquifer will also be exploited in 

order to expand the distribution of the valley’s freshwater resource to other nearby municipalities, like 

Vaasa (Fig. 1.1). More specifically, the particular objectives of this study are to: 

1. Assess recharge to the granular aquifers within the valley;  

2. Develop a conceptual hydrogeological model of the Paloluoma BBV;  

3. Build a steady-state numerical groundwater flow model of the study area; 

4. Analyse groundwater flow dynamics under different pumping scenarios. 

The first two sub-objectives are essential steps prior to developing a numerical groundwater 

flow model. The recharge estimates and conceptual model are critical to establish the boundary 
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conditions of the flow model. The groundwater flow model will in turn allow for an understanding of the 

system dynamics and its response to various pumping scenarios.  

Understanding groundwater recharge mechanisms and aquifer connectivity are especially 

important when considering sustainable exploitation of the aquifer system as pumping should only draw 

on the renewable groundwater of the aquifer system, rather than the stored capital. Provided that the 

objectives are met, the municipality of Kurikka will have the tools to sustainably manage their 

freshwater resources. 

1.3 Methods Overview 

1.3.1 Assess recharge to the granular aquifers within the valley 

Recharge assessment is problematic because it cannot be directly measured, hence, it must be 

quantified using indirect methods (Healy and Cook, 2002; Wen et al., 2010). It is difficult to estimate 

groundwater recharge reliably using any one single method due to uncertainties and limitations of each 

method (Scanlon et al., 2002). Therefore, often recharge is estimated using multiple methods to cross-

check the results and constrain the values obtained (Rivard et al., 2014). For example, a water budget 

method may be implemented using available hydrometeorological data and soil information. 

Hydrometeorological data such as, but not limited to, evapotranspiration, temperature, and 

precipitation is publicly made available online by the Finnish Meteorological Institute. In order to 

provide additional support for the results from the water balance method, a groundwater flux analysis is 

performed as a secondary method to estimate recharge. 

To analyse recharge in more detail, surficial maps are enhanced for delineating recharge zones 

using sediment texture information, as areas of coarse gravel may identify preferential areas of recharge 

into the groundwater system. In contrast, surface areas that are overlain with thick clay deposits may 

represent poor recharge areas that are more suited for runoff or areas of potentially high evaporation 

rates. 

1.3.2 Develop a conceptual hydrogeological model of the Paloluoma valley 

Development of a hydrogeological conceptual model can be initiated with information from 

pumping data, borehole data, geophysical data, and lithological information from a three-dimensional 

geological model, which is provided by the Geological Survey of Finland (GTK).  
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1.3.2.1 Primary data 

Subsurface geology interpreted from borehole data is used to build a 3D geological map using 

Groundhog (britishgeologicalsurvey.github.io), which is a widely used software by the British Geological 

Survey (BGS) and GTK. One of the greatest challenges that is associated with determining groundwater 

flow is the construction of an accurate 3D geological model. This is especially challenging when 

encountered with Quaternary deposits due to the highly variable geology. Ensuring that the interpreted 

geology accounts for, if present, discontinuity in units and variable thicknesses, are key responsibilities 

of the model. 

1.3.2.2 Use and Modification of Primary Data 

The hydrogeological model building process is divided into two major steps. The first step is 

outlining the conceptual physical structure. This includes classifying the geological units into aquifers 

and aquitards. Layers of the model must be relevant in the context of the hydrogeological cycle. For 

example, consecutive sandy units are combined to represent an aquifer for the hydrogeological model. 

With hydraulic context given to the geological units, the stratigraphy is simplified and results in the 

hydrostratigraphy of the valley. Simplification is important as it is impossible to reconstruct reality. 

The second step is to outline the conceptual processes which include identifying aquifer 

properties such as hydraulic head from monitoring wells, transmissivity and storage from pumping tests, 

and other hydraulic properties from well hydrographs. Numerous techniques have been employed for 

investigating aquifer hydraulic properties. A traditional method of estimating aquifer hydraulic 

parameters is the slug test (useful for unconfined low permeability aquifers; Campbell et al.,1990) and 

pumping test method (useful for confined aquifers).  

Pumping tests will be especially important to identify hydraulic limits, which may be present in 

the laterally restricted aquifer system within the buried valley. Groundwater response rate to pumping 

will indicate storage of the aquifer and the size of the capture zone (Meyer et al., 2014; Pétré et al., 

2019). The transmissivity and storage coefficient will be calculated using a type-curve method (e.g., 

Theis, Jacob, or Hantush-Jacob). The choice of type-curve to employ for this calculation will depend on 

the type of confining layer above the main aquifer (i.e., leaky or non-leaky).  

The extent of storage decrease and capture zone increase with groundwater withdrawal will be 

key concepts when realizing aquifer response to pumping. Once the hydrogeological model is 

developed, the process of numerically modelling groundwater flow can be initiated. 

https://britishgeologicalsurvey.github.io/Groundhog/#/?id=introduction
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1.3.3 Build a steady-state groundwater flow numerical model of the study area  

A numerical groundwater flow model is commonly used when assessing aquifer response to 

different stresses, such as the effect of climate, urbanization, or exploitation. Simulation of flow 

dynamics will further help conceptualize the system, including recharge and discharge zones as well as 

hydraulic connectivity between hydrogeological units (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). After the calibration of 

the numerical model, the model can be used to assess the effects of pumping on the groundwater 

system. These effects are changes in hydraulic head, storage, and fluxes to and from the boundaries of 

interest. 

Of the many different numerical methods available to model groundwater flow, the finite element 

method is the preferred approach. The finite element method approximates the unknown function over 

the domain by dividing the larger system into smaller sections, which have the same parameter value 

within the sectional area, known as a finite element. The finite elements then ensemble into a larger 

system of equations that represent the entire domain. This method has some advantages over the finite 

difference method, especially the capability to represent discontinuities and irregular boundaries, as 

found in Quaternary deposits like the study area. Pandian et al. (2016) reviewed previous research 

where successful discretization of a complex Quaternary aquifer system and its flow dynamics was 

completed using the finite element method on the numerical simulator FEFLOW. Accordingly, the 

software, FEFLOW, is employed for this study to simulate groundwater flow. Greater detail on the 

application of FEFLOW for groundwater modelling is available in Diersch (2014). There are numerous 

additional examples of the successful use of FEFLOW to simulate groundwater flow (Lavigne et al., 2010; 

Pandian et al., 2016; Pétré et al., 2019; Rivard et al., 2014; Usman et al., 2018; Vižintin et al., 2018). 

Table 1.1 provides a brief explanation of some parameter and main equations to be solved at each cell 

of the model.  
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Table 1.1: Governing equations and variables to be used with the construction of the groundwater flow 

model in FEFLOW. 

Equations and Parameters for the Groundwater Flow Model 
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Tx and Ty, or hydraulic conductivity multiplied by the aquifer’s saturated 
thickness, is the transmissivity in the x and y direction. R is a source or sink 

term. L represents leakage through a confining bed.  
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The boundaries of the study area are delineated based on hydrological basin boundaries. In 

order to set up the model in FEFLOW, the total area of the region (27.6 km2) must be divided into 

elements/cells. The cell size is to be determined based on geological surfaces representing the aquifers 

and aquitards. The elements are then refined where larger hydraulic gradients are expected such as 

along streams and pumping wells. The FE method creates an unstructured mesh in the x- and y- plane 

using triangular irregular networks (TINs) (Fig. 1.2). The TINs will be used to define different 

hydrogeological boundaries that correspond to different hydraulic conductivity zones. The model is then 

sliced into layers, which are created by grouping hydraulically similar and nearby cells together. 

 

Figure 1.2: Example of a two-dimensional domain discretized by finite elements (Diersch, 2014). 

1.4.3.2 Model Calibration 

Model calibration is the process of manually or automatically adjusting parameters within their 

upper and lower limit such that when the model is run, it produces flow patterns and water levels of the 

groundwater system that reflect, as close as possible, the observations. Under steady-state conditions, 

the procedure typically relies heavily on the reproduction of measured water levels. Model performance 

must be independently verified.  

The calibration parameters, hydraulic conductivity and recharge, have a range of possible values 

with upper and lower limits and are not independent parameters. The initial range of values of the 

calibration parameters are taken from the literature using sediment information from borehole logs. 

Manual calibration using piezometric water level is performed before automated calibration on a trial-

and-error basis, to understand how the parameters affect the model. Doing so also reduces the 
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automated convergence time (Usman et al., 2018). In order to evaluate the model performance, 

observed and simulated values are statistically analysed using mean error and root mean square error 

(RMSE), which is applied to non-linear models. Another way to evaluate the model’s performance is to 

check that the trend of observed and simulated head variation is more or less similar to the coefficient 

of determination (R2) value for regression line.  

Automated calibration is then performed using PEST, which adjusts hydraulic conductivity and 

recharge values when matching the model heads with observed heads (Vižintin et al., 2018). Once 

calibrated, each unit within the numerical model gets a unique hydraulic conductivity value that helps 

reproduce the general behaviour of the system.   

1.4.3.4 Sensitivity Analysis 

Uncertainty comes from many sources such as the data type and source, conceptual model, 

model structure, observations, boundary conditions, and model parameters. For example, rainfall and 

recharge can be highly uncertain due to variability. The uncertainty in the outcome of the model can be 

understood by a sensitivity analysis. A sensitivity analysis can be performed manually by multiplying the 

calibration parameters by different factors (Usman et al., 2018). When performing a sensitivity analysis, 

one parameter is changed while all others are held constant. 

1.3.4 Analyse groundwater flow dynamics under different pumping scenarios. 

Once a numerical model is built and calibrated, varying levels of pumping can be experimented 

with, under steady-state conditions, to simulate the system’s response. This project will seek for the 

maximum level of exploitation such that the worst-case scenario is identified and accordingly avoided. 

While this model is run such that steady-state conditions are reached under different pumping 

scenarios, the time needed to reach such steady-state remains unknown. Nonetheless, the model is 

expected to provide important insights when identifying a potential range of sustainable management 

conditions for the aquifer system. Whether the model is good or not will be determined upon 

monitoring. Monitoring wells should be put in place to ensure that real-world observations are following 

closely what was simulated for the particular pumping rate. It should be noted that while the aquifer 

area is hydrogeologically conceptualized and the response to pumping is simulated, uncertainty 

remains. 
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1.4 Brief explanation of the structure of the thesis 

This thesis is divided into four chapters. The first chapter is the introduction of the study. The 

next two chapters are the main research chapters of the thesis and are written in a format to facilitate 

their preparation for submission to scientific journals. Specifically, Chapter 2 describes the conceptual 

model, which utilizes the hydrostratigraphic surfaces developed by the GTK and couples it with hydraulic 

parameters to advance the conceptual understanding of the aquifer system. The third chapter describes 

the numerical groundwater flow model, which is used to investigate the effects of pumping, 

groundwater interaction across HSUs, and analyse the magnitude of flow and flow pathways to 

discharge areas. The fourth and last chapter concludes the study, explains the implication of the study, 

and suggests areas of future research. 

1.5 Contributions 

This study implements many approaches to achieve its overarching goal of providing an 

improved overall understanding of the Paloluoma BBV. Of these approaches, many are standard 

practises highly followed in the literature. For instance, the practise of building conceptual models 

followed by flow models to solve for hydrogeological topics/issues. Likewise, this study used two 

software, Leapfrog and FEFLOW, to form the structure of the conceptual 3D hydrogeological model and 

3D groundwater flow model, respectively. Future studies can refer to the workflow conducted from this 

study to achieve their own hydrogeological model building goals. 

While following some standard practises found throughout the literature is important, novel 

approaches pave new pathways and sometimes improve already well-established practices. Such novel 

approaches are constructed when faced with limitations that are not cited in the literature. For example, 

this study did not have historical data to validate the model against. Instead, this study applied synthetic 

wells of varying conditions to verify the groundwater flow model. Should future studies also lack 

historical data or other ways to validate their model, this approach may be adopted to verify and 

continue the study. 

Another approach to investigating the groundwater system that this study adopted was to 

explore and quantify the flow between bedrock and sediment using internal transfer rate budget 

analyses. Previous understandings of the BBV did not consider bedrock to contribute much to the 

groundwater system. However, with new observations and results, bedrock appeared to play a larger 

role than expected. As such, an internal transfer rate budget analysis was performed to explore and 

quantify bedrock to sediment interaction. This is not a highly cited approach when investigating bedrock 
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to sediment interaction. Should future researchers find themselves in a similar position of speculating 

bedrock to play some type of role in the groundwater system, they can adopt this approach.  

This study is unique in many ways. It is even unique in flow system across its study area. In other 

words, depending on where groundwater is being pumped in the study area, the flow system may alter 

altogether. Specifically, flow systems can alter from preferentially capture-type to overlying 

aquifers/bedrock-type flow systems. This study found both type of flow systems occurring within the 

same valley dependant on pumping location. This is an important discovery to the study as optimal 

pumping locations can be determined based on which flow system is least disruptive to the 

environment. Future research in or around this area or similar to this study, can also determine changes 

in flow systems during pumping to further develop their study. 

Overall, this study will directly benefit the Towns of Kurikka and Vaasa, by supporting their 

freshwater demands. The flow model from this study can be used as a tool when making decisions 

around their freshwater resource. The results from this study can aid in the development of plans and 

policies to protect and distribute freshwater resources from the Paloluoma BBV. 
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 Chapter 2  

Three-Dimensional Hydrogeological Conceptual Model of the 

Paloluoma Buried Bedrock Valley in West Finland 

2.1 Introduction 

Groundwater is a critical resource for the Finnish population as 60% of drinking water usage is 

sourced from aquifers (Kløve et al., 2017). These aquifers vary in type ranging from fractured rocks, 

which host limited accessible water resources, to unconsolidated granular aquifers, which hold the 

greatest potential for water supply (Kurki et al., 2013). While these granular aquifers are attractive for 

groundwater abstraction purposes, high abstraction rates may still lead to unsustainable exploitation of 

aquifers because sustainability depends also on aquifer replenishment (i.e., recharge from 

precipitation). It is thus important to understand the groundwater system to assess the sustainability of 

its exploitation.  

One of the first steps to achieve a comprehensive understanding of a groundwater flow system 

and determine the sustainability of different pumping scenarios is to develop a conceptual 

understanding of its different components (Kresic & Mikszewski, 2013; Rushton, 2003). The conceptual 

model of a groundwater system includes the identification of recharge and discharge areas, the 

definition of aquifer and aquitard units and their related hydraulic properties, the confining conditions 

of aquifer units, and the main groundwater flow pathways considering the connection and exchange 

between surface water and groundwater. Estimating hydraulic conductivity and recharge rates can also 

be achieved at this stage. The conceptual model also forms the basis for the development of a 

groundwater flow numerical model and its representative boundary conditions (see Chapter 3). A 

numerical model is critical for investigating the general behaviour of the groundwater system and its 

response to different pumping rates or changing recharge rates, for instance.  

The main purpose of this chapter is to develop a conceptual understanding of the groundwater 

system within and around the Paloluoma Buried Bedrock Valley (BBV; Fig. 2.1). This system is important 

since it is targeted to supply water to the towns of Kurikka and Vaasa in Western Finland and possibly 

other nearby municipalities. While the Paloluoma BBV is recognized to host a productive aquifer system 

attributed to the geological structure of its subsurface and local weather, a conceptual hydrogeological 

understanding of the system has yet to be achieved.  
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Specifically, this chapter aims to develop a conceptual model of the Paloluoma BBV using 

conventional hydrogeological techniques and datasets such as pumping data, borehole data, and 

geophysical data. This is the first study in the region in which available geological and physical 

components are analysed within their hydrogeological context. The specific objectives for the 

conceptual study are to: 

1. Define the watershed and the nature of its flow boundaries. 

• Assess overall groundwater flow pathway. 

2. Develop a hydrostratigraphic model of the Paloluoma BBV. 

3. Estimate the hydraulic conductivity of each hydrogeological unit. 

4. Assess recharge to the granular aquifers and spatial flux across the surface of the Paloluoma 

BBV. 

Historically, the Paloluoma BBV has had widespread artesian conditions, suggesting a promising 

future of groundwater availability. However, sustainable groundwater extraction cannot be confidently 

expected with the current understanding. This chapter thus advances the current understanding of the 

Paloluoma groundwater system. The conceptual model described in this chapter forms the basis for the 

numerical hydrogeological model, which is described and analysed in the following chapter. 

2.2 Study Area 

2.2.1 Physiography  
 

The Paloluoma BBV study area is located to the west of the Town of Kurikka, which is currently 

receiving its drinking water supply from shallow aquifers providing groundwater. The valley spans an 

area of about 30 km2 and is bounded by the catchment area of the Paloluoma stream, which runs down 

from the centre of the study area to its southeastern end where it meets and converges into the larger 

Kyrönjoki River system (Fig. 2.1).  

The Kyrönjoki River spans a length of 225 km across west-central Finland and is fed by many 

small streams, like the Paloluoma stream. The study area is bounded between northern latitudes of 

62⁰34’30” – 69⁰39’30” and eastern longitudes of 22⁰14’0” – 22⁰23’0”. Topographic highs of up to 190 m 

asl occur in the northern region, whereas the southern region is characterized by topographic lows at 

about 70 m asl. Most of the area’s land use is classified as agricultural and forested land. 
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Figure 2.1: Location of the Paloluoma Valley directly west to the Town of Kurikka and physiography of its 

watershed. Pumping wells S1, S2 and S3 and observation wells are also shown on the map.  
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2.2.2 Climate 

The Paloluoma BBV is located in a subarctic climate zone. The area experiences cold summers 

and there is no dry season (Dfc Köppen climate classification). Two weather stations (with opensource 

data made available by the Finnish Meteorological Institute) near the valley were selected to 

characterize the average monthly precipitation and temperature. Both stations are located in the same 

area but do not record every parameter during the same timespan. Precipitation data is retrieved from 

station Kauhajoki Kaupunki and Kauhajoki Kuja-Kokko from 1993-2008 and 2009-2019, respectively. 

Temperature data is retrieved from station Kauhajoki Kuja-Kokko from 1993-2019.  

The average annual temperature and precipitation are 3.3 ⁰C and 556 mm, respectively. During 

the winter months (December – March) temperature and precipitation levels average around -6 ⁰C and 

33 mm, respectively. During the summer months (June – August) temperature and precipitation levels 

average around 14 ⁰C and 62 mm, respectively (Table 2.1). Figure 2.2 illustrates monthly weather 

conditions for the Paloluoma BBV area.  

Table 2.1: Kurikka monthly weather averages (Source: Finnish Meteorological Institute). 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec 
Average 

Temperature (⁰C) 
-7.8 -8.1 -3.8 2.3 8.4 13.5 15.4 13.7 9 4.2 -1.3 -5.6 

Minimum 
Temperature (⁰C) 

-11.4 -12.2 -8.1 -2 2.6 7.7 10 8.7 4.8 1.2 -3.8 -8.8 
Maximum 

Temperature (⁰C) 
-4.1 -4 0.5 6.6 14.2 19.3 20.9 18.8 13.3 7.2 1.2 -2.3 

Precipitation (mm) 36 25 29 31 35 47 64 74 65 54 53 43 
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Figure 2.2: Average monthly precipitation and temperature. Data retrieved from Kauhajoki Kaupunki 

and Kauhajoki Kuja-Kokko Weather Stations. 

2.2.3 Geology 

The bedrock in the study area is characterized by porphyritic crystalline rocks that are part of 

the Central Finland Granitoid Complex (Nironen, 2005). Bedrock outcrops are prevalent in the 

topographic highs of the northwestern portion of the study area and are also present locally along the 

valley sides as well. Topographic lows are found at the southern end of the study area where the 

Paloluoma Stream meets the Kyrönjoki River. There, the structure of the bedrock valley opens up to the 

neighbouring eastern watershed, which significantly contributes to the flow and discharge of 

groundwater.  

Bedrock in the study area is largely covered by more recent (Quaternary; last 2.6 Ma) 

unconsolidated sediments, especially in the valleys and other depressions. These sediments were 

deposited during the last glaciation as well as during deglaciation and post-glacial times. These include 

glacial sediments deposited by processes related to the Fennoscandian Ice Sheet (Punkari, 1997), as well 

as during deglaciation in proglacial environments (e.g. marine, lacustrine). Deglaciation patterns of the 

Fennoscandian Ice Sheet varied greatly throughout different regions due to variation in climate, 

geomorphology, and the type of ice margin (terrestrial or aquatic; (Stroeven et al., 2016). Prominent 

Fennoscandian features found around Finland include elongated ridges of ice-contact glaciofluvial 

gravel, sand and silt deposits, namely eskers, and ice-marginal formations (Punkari, 1997; Putkinen et 
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al., 2017). The specific area of interest is located at an interlobate zone (Fig. 2.3) where adjacent ice 

lobes merged. 

 

Figure 2.3: Main deglaciation features of southwestern Finland. Map shows ice lobes with flow lines. 

Letter symbols: (A) Middle Swedish lobe; (B) Baltic Sea lobe; (C) Nasijarvi-Jyvaskyla lobe; (D) Finnish Lake 

District lobe; (A/B-C/D) interlobe zone/passive ice; (SSI-III) Salpausselka ice-marginal formation; (CFIMF) 

Central Finland Ice-Marginal Formation; (EC) esker chain. Modified from Artimo et al., (2003) and 

Stroeven et al., (2016). 

Accordingly, the surficial geology of the study area (Fig. 2.4) mainly results from deglaciation of 

the Fennoscandian Ice Sheet (Boulton et al., 2001). Putkinen et al. (2012) states that several retreat and 

advance phases of the ice margin in contact with water basins have created a succession of aquifers and 

aquitards along the Paloluoma BBV, forming a pressurized hydrogeological system. The aquifers are 

composed of relatively heterogeneous glaciofluvial sediments, which in the study area mostly range 

from fine sand to coarse gravel. Putkinen et al. continues to describe these aquifer layers to be 

interstratified with layers of till, which is a well-compacted poorly-sorted sediment (diamictons) of 

glacial origin (Dreimanis, 1989; Evans et al., 2006; Eyles and Eyles., 2010). Furthermore, Putkinen et al. 

states that this hydrostratigraphic sequence is buried in the valley and overlain by the lowest 

permeability aquitards, consisting mostly of silt and clay, which are related to glaciolacustrine and 

glaciomarine depositional environments. The latter occurred upon ice margin retreat because the area 

was glacio-isostatically depressed at the time. Glacio-isostatic rebound led to local regression of the sea 
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in the study area, which created a series of raised beaches and otherwise washed shorelines along the 

flanks of the local bedrock hills.   

A closer look at the surficial geology map of the study area (Fig. 2.4) reveals important clues into 

the nature and distribution of sediments at the surface. Notably, the centre of the study area 

predominantly consists of silt and clay material forming a relatively flat plain (Fig. 2.5a), which is only 

incised by the Paloluoma Stream. The map (Fig. 2.4) also shows that the Paloluoma stream is incised into 

those silt and clay deposits. Due to the poor permeability characteristic of the stream bed and its 

surroundings, little to no connection is assumed between the surface stream and groundwater. The 

northwestern region includes most of the bedrock highs which have been affected by shoreline 

processes during the marine regressive phase. The surface of the bedrock hills indeed contains raised 

beaches and washed till which have created several linear ridges of cobbles and boulders (Fig. 2.5b). This 

northwestern region is thus considered a prominent recharge zone of the study area. South of this area, 

sandy gravel sediments abound (Fig. 2.5c).  
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Figure 2.4: Surficial geological map of the Paloluoma Valley study area overlain on top of DEM hillshade 

model. The surface waterbody, Paloluoma Stream, runs north to south and discharges into the Kyrönjoki 

River located at the south end of the study area. Pumping wells Siivilä 1 (S1), Siivilä 2 (S2) and Siivilä 3 

(S3) are shown on the map. Unit colours are based on the Finnish system for surficial geology. 
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Figure 2.5: a) Flat central region covered by clay-silt deposits. b) Large portion of the highland study area 

is predominantly covered with cobbles and boulders. c) Small scale steep sandy slope with low content of 

organic material. Tree roots and other organic materials are visible. 
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2.3 Methods  
 

This chapter combines quantitative and qualitative methods in a single large-scale conceptual 

study. The general workflow for creating the Paloluoma BBV conceptual model (Fig. 2.6) follows current 

conceptual model building practises in the literature and investigates key components of the system 

using conventional hydrogeological techniques and datasets (Betancur et al., 2012; Enemark et al., 2019; 

Kresic & Mikszewski, 2013; Rivera, 2007). Specifically, pumping data, meteorological data, borehole 

data, and geophysical data all contribute to the building of the conceptual model. From these datasets, 

hydraulic parameters such as hydraulic conductivity and recharge rate can be estimated and provide a 

basis for the construction of the hydrostratigraphic model. The key components obtained from this 

conceptual study are an understanding of the aquifer behaviour, groundwater flow directions, flow 

boundaries, recharge zones, and the comprehensive hydrostratigraphic structure.  

 

Figure 2.6: Simplified conceptual model flowchart for Paloluoma BBV. 

2.3.1 Hydrogeology 

2.3.1.1 Watershed Boundaries 

The initial watershed boundary that was adopted from the GTK database was delineated 

according to the upstream area of the Paloluoma Stream. This boundary represents the division 

between neighbouring watersheds and hosts a deep buried bedrock valley. The northern boundary is 

characterized by topographic highs and the stream network’s headwaters. The southern boundary is 

characterized by topographic lows and the outlet of the Paloluoma Stream into the larger Kyrönjoki 

River System. The southeastern boundary (represented in pink as an outflow in Figure 2.7) of the study 

area is of particular importance because as previously mentioned in the last section, the southern 
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opening of the buried bedrock valley significantly contributes to the flow and discharge of groundwater. 

This is because deeper aquifers are continuous and extend beyond the watershed area. Accordingly, the 

southeastern boundary must provide hydraulic continuity as this is the main subsurface exit for 

groundwater. An initial numerical model using hydrological boundaries could not be calibrated. As such, 

the southern boundary was extended to encompass the deeper aquifers to allow for the model to 

calibrate well. The extent of this exit boundary in terms of depth encompasses all Quaternary sediment 

material.  

The main point for water entry into the steady-state groundwater system is from surficial 

recharge. Upon groundwater extraction from pumping, water may enter from the sides of the model, 

which is represented in green as an inflow boundary in Figure 2.7. The extent of this boundary reaches 

depths to encompass all Quaternary sediment material as well as the top layer of bedrock. A more 

detailed explanation of both inflow and outflow boundaries is further discussed in Chapter 3. 

As mentioned in the previous section, the Paloluoma stream has little impact on overall 

discharge from the valley. This is due to the fact that the stream flows mostly if not entirely, on very 

fine-grained, low permeability material. Consequently, there is very limited connection between surface 

water and groundwater and, as such, the Paloluoma Stream is not considered as a significant boundary. 

Figure 2.7 shows the watershed boundaries as described in this subsection as well as the 

piezometric contours under natural conditions. Water level data from quality observation wells were 

used to generate the groundwater level contours. These observation wells do not extend everywhere 

across the study area, especially towards the north. In other words, reliable observed water levels are 

not available beyond the extent of the interpolated contours. This map will be used to calibrate the 

simulated groundwater levels, which will be explored in Chapter 3.  
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Figure 2.7: Map depicting groundwater levels (m asl). The general direction of groundwater is NW to SE. 

The pink boundary represents where topographic lows are found and is also where most of groundwater 

exits from the valley. At this edge, deep aquifers are continuous into the neighbouring eastern 

watershed. The green boundary represents where water can enter.  

2.3.1.2 Hydrostratigraphic Units 

 Hydrostratigraphy is the classification of subsurface geological layers into laterally extensive 

units, which can be considered relatively consistent in terms of their hydraulic properties (Maxey, 1964). 

The stratigraphic framework which is used to define the hydrostratigraphic units (HSU) in the study area 
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was generated by the Geological Survey of Finland (GTK). The geological units were identified using data 

from 110 boreholes to bedrock, gravity surveys, and a preliminary 3D geological model built using cross-

sections. Borehole data provided sediment type information. Figure 2.8 shows an example of one such 

borehole. One key procedure was the grouping of multiple geological layers to form one simplified HSU. 

This was done to focus on the thicker, laterally extensive units, and consisted mainly in eliminating the 

numerous thin lenses and interbeds of limited lateral extent from the HSU framework. For instance, a till 

unit containing a few thin interbeds of moderately sorted sand and gravel may form a single 

homogenous aquitard layer in the HSU framework. Similarly, a thick layer made up dominantly of sandy 

or gravelly sediment with a few lenses of poorly-sorted sediment or fine-grained sediment may be 

grouped together and classified as an aquifer. This simplification procedure is used to facilitate the 

correlation of HSUs across boreholes as most thin layers are discontinuous and thus not traceable from 

one borehole to the next. Despite these simplifications, the hydrostratigraphic model consists of 14 

HSUs and bedrock. Each HSU is defined as a continuous layer of sediment type and hydraulic 

conductivity, which contrasts to adjacent HSUs located above and below, or laterally.   

 

Figure 2.8: Example borehole log from KUU12 location within the Paloluoma valley. 
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With each unit given hydraulic significance, one bedrock unit, seven aquifer (AF 1-7), and seven 

aquitard (AT 1-7) units were identified for a total of fifteen HSUs (AF 1-7, AT 1-7, and bedrock) within the 

model domain. The depositional history of the area, which is controlled by deglaciation patterns, is such 

that each aquitard unit is subsequently followed by an aquifer unit. However, not all layers exist 

everywhere, and the thickness of each layer varies throughout the study area. Figure 2.9 shows the 

conceptual hydrostratigraphic distribution of Quaternary deposits at the Paloluoma BBV.  Following the 

Finnish system of colours, aquifer units are represented in green and yellow, whereas aquitard units are 

represented in beige, blue, and purple. More details on each of the hydrostratigraphic units’ sediment 

type and description are presented in table 2.2. 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Conceptual cross-section of the Paloluoma buried valley. AF- and AT- refers to aquifer and 

aquitard, respectively. The numbers correspond to the aquifer and aquitard layer. The layers are 

described in Table 2.2. Vertical exaggeration: 15X. 

  

Porphyritic crystalline bedrock 
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Table 2.2: Summarized characteristics of the hydrogeological layers. Layers are listed in stratigraphic 

order. AF- and AT- refers to aquifer and aquitard, respectively. Sediment types in brackets are translated 

in Finnish notation. 

 

2.3.1.3 3D Hydrostratigraphic Model 

Creating a hydrostratigraphic model is standard practise when building a groundwater flow 

model and analysing the flow system, especially at a regional scale (Bajc & Shirota, 2007; Meyer et al., 

2014; Pasanen & Okkonen, 2017; Pétré et al., 2019; Ross et al., 2005; Usman et al., 2018). It is the 

foundation of the numerical flow model. As such, the quality and performance of the flow model largely 

depends on the hydrostratigraphic model, which depends on the quality and density/distribution of the 

data collected. With the stratigraphic framework developed by GTK, and hydraulic information available 

thus far, data processing and model building were the next steps of the study.  

Tools such as geographic information systems and visualization and modelling software can be 

used to synthesize spatial information as well as interpreting processes (Betancur et al., 2012). The 

general 3D hydrostratigraphic model building methodology of the Paloluoma BBV is presented in figure 

2.10. The hydrostratigraphic model building process was carried out using available data such as 

borehole logs, bedrock surface, DEM, HSU limits, and other information to compile the valley 

boundaries and subsurface. Cross-sections constructed in the preliminary model building stage were 

Layer Sediment Type Description and Interpretation 

AF-7 Cobbles Very coarse-grained material, littoral (high energy) 

AT-7 Clay (Sa) Glaciomarine (deeper basinal sediment including clay and fine silt) 

AF-6 Coarse Sand (Hk) Glaciofluvial sediment 

AT-6 Till (HkMr) All types of tills, typically silt-rich at top, last ice advance 

AF-5 Coarse Sand (Hk) Coarse material, sometimes fine-sand 

AT-5 Till (HkMr) Poorly-sorted glacial sediment (diamicton) 

AF-4 Fine Sand (HHk) Coarse- and fine- grained sand from ice contact environment (glaciofluvial) 

AT-4 Till (HkMr) Poorly-sorted coarse material (diamicton)  

AF-3 Fine Sand (HHk) Well-sorted fine sand; proglacial basinal environment (subaqueous fan) 

AT-3 Till (HkMr) Extensive diamicton unit; poorly-sorted and matrix-supported 

AF-2 
Sandy Gravel  
(HkSr) 

Dominantly coarse-grained (gravel) with minor finer grained material. 
Some till interlayers 

AT-2 Till (HkMr) Mostly sandy till (diamicton) 

AF-1 
Sandy Gravel  
(HkSr) 

Coarse-grained (gravel) and sand dominant, some fine sand layers also 
present 

AT-1 Till (HkMr) The deepest, oldest till, very dense 

ROCK Bedrock (Kp) Porphyritic crystalline rock 
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used to verify internal consistency of the final three-dimensional geological model used as a basis for the 

numerical model (Fig. 2.11). The cross-section comparisons can be found in Appendix I.  

Also, it is important to note that some consideration must be given when deciding between 

geological modelling software. Some geological modelling software are more compatible with certain 

numerical flow modelling tools than others. While knowing that the choice of software for flow 

modelling in Chapter 3 is FEFLOW (Diersch, 2014), Leapfrog® Geo (Seequent Limited) was chosen for 

hydrostratigraphic model building. Leapfrog has a built-in hydrogeology module that allows for seamless 

model exchange to and from FEFLOW. The seamless interaction between the two software allows for 

easy bridging between the hydrostratigraphic model and the flow model. 

The hydrostratigraphic model contributes to an overall better understanding of the subsurface 

structure and visualization of connection between units. It is one part of the larger conceptual model. At 

this stage, the characterization of hydraulic parameters for each HSU is important. Integrating 

parameters such as hydraulic conductivity of aquifer and aquitard units, zones and magnitude of 

recharge, and overall geometry will produce and help support the required analyses of the flow model 

as presented in Chapter 3.  
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Figure 2.10: Paloluoma BBV 3D hydrostratigraphic model methodology chart.  Abbreviations: GTK = 

Geological Survey of Finland, BGS = British Geological Survey, DEM = digital elevation model, SA = study 

area, HSU = hydrostratigraphic unit.  
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Figure 2.11: The 3D hydrostratigraphic model used to visualize the subsurface architecture of the 

Paloluoma Valley, which is the framework model of the groundwater flow numerical model developed 

and analysed in Chapter 3. Slices at intervals of every 1.2 km. Vertical exaggeration: 15X.  
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2.3.2 Hydraulics 

2.3.2.1 Hydraulic conductivity from pumping tests 

Pumping tests are an important part of any groundwater study. They provide essential 

information about the subsurface system such as the hydraulic characteristic of aquifers, yield, 

drawdown, and aquifer behaviour (Fetter, 2001; Freeze & Cherry, 1979; Kresic, 1997; Kruseman, 1994). 

At the Paloluoma BBV, a series of long-term step drawdown tests were performed to assess the 

aquifer system response at varied rates of stress until the maximum pumping rate is achieved. Data 

from a 60-well monitoring network was recorded on an hourly basis over increments of 3-month periods 

for each pumping well. The two pumping wells within the study are named Siivilä 1 and Siivilä 3 and are 

located at the center and south end of the study area, respectively (cf. Figure 2.4). Pumping from Siivilä 

1 occurred from December 17th, 2014 to March 18th, 2015 at varying rates. Pumping from Siivilä 3 

occurred from August 16th, 2016 to November 25th, 2016 at varying pumping rates. The pumping 

schedule is shown in detail in Table 2.3.  

Table 2.3: Pumping schedule with progressively increasing pumping rates for step-drawdown test for 

Siivilä 1 and Siivilä 3. 

Siivilä 1 

Test Start Date End Date Days Rate (m3d-1)  
1 17.12.2014 7.1.2015 21 1621 
2 7.1.2015 5.2.2015 29 2100 
3 5.2.2015 6.3.2015 29 3166 

      

Siivilä 3  

Test Start Date End Date Days Rate (m3d-1) 
1 16.8.2016 27.8.2016 11 1170 
2 27.8.2016 12.9.2016 14 1876 
3 12.9.2016 31.10.2016 49 2363 

 

Pumping in a step drawdown fashion allows the impact of a range of pumping rates on the 

groundwater system to be analysed. After each step-test and once water levels were stabilized, the 

water level was recovered before continuing with the next step test (Fig. 2.12). These large-scale step-

tests are analysed using conventional type-curve fitting methods to estimate transmissivity and storage 

information and ultimately hydraulic conductivity (Cooper & Jacob, 1946; Hantush, 1959; Theis, 1941). It 

is important to keep in mind the assumptions that go along with each type-curve method.  
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Figure 2.12: A series of step-drawdown pumping tests performed at Siivilä 1. Pumping is continued until 

water levels stabilize and recovery is reached before the next step-test. 

Pumping test analysis began with an initial fit using the Cooper-Jacob solution and was followed 

by a Theis solution fit (Fig. 2.13) using the Cooper-Jacob transmissivity and storage (Cooper & Jacob, 

1946; Theis, 1941). The Theis solution assumes that all the water is pumped from storage within the 

aquifer. Upon analysis, the Theis solution did not entirely fit the data, as observed in Figure 2.13. 

Instead, the data more accurately fit the Hantush solution, which assumes a leaky confined aquifer. This 

means that the aquifer of interest could possibly receive leakage across confining beds from other 

aquifers or other sources like bedrock fractures. 
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Figure 2.13: Drawdown period from observation well, MIHP 10, during pumping at Siivilä 3. Results show 

that the Theis solution (solid line) is not entirely matched with observed well data. Data suggests a leaky 

nature that better fits the Hantush solution. 

2.3.2.2 Hydraulic conductivity based on sediment type 

Another method to determine sediment-hydraulic characteristics of aquifers is through 

analysing the characteristics of sediments that affect their hydraulic conductivity, a technique referred 

to as hydrofacies characterization or analysis. The purpose of a hydrofacies analysis in this study is to 

determine the range of realistic hydraulic conductivities consistent with sediment characteristics such as 

grain size and overall sorting. This method was used to set minimum and maximum constraints for the 

hydraulic conductivities of the aquifers and aquitards at the time of calibration. The hydrofacies were 

determined by analysing data and descriptions from high-quality borehole logs and identifying primary, 

secondary, and tertiary sediments based on most common to least common sediments within each unit. 

The International Sediment System (ISO 14688-1:2002), in which the boreholes were described by, was 

rendered to the American Sedimentary System based on the Udden-Wentworth scale (Table 2.4). Using 

the Udden-Wentworth scale definition for the grain size of each sediment type, the conductivity values 

were then determined according to the American sedimentary materials (Domenico & Schwartz, 1990), 

which is commonly used when relating sediment type to hydraulic conductivity. The hydraulic 

conductivity of each HSU was constrained on the basis of their range of conductivity values from their 
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dominant sediment material (Freeze & Cherry, 1979). At the time of calibration to optimize the 

conductivity value, the minimum and maximum values will be valuable to refer to as limits.  

Hydraulic conductivity analysis for bedrock and aquitard units was not available from pumping 

tests, thus they were solely estimated using their lithological information. As previously described, most 

aquitards within the Paloluoma BBV predominantly share the same sediment characteristics (till). 

Therefore, these aquitard units share the same hydraulic conductivity, which also helps simplify the 

model. In this chapter, bedrock hydraulic conductivity is initially also assumed to be isotropic. However, 

this is further explored and discussed in Chapter 3. Hydraulic conductivity estimates and constraints for 

each unit are presented in the next section.  

Table 2.4: Summary of hydrofacies of the primary sediment types used to define the HSU framework. 

The Finnish International Sediment System (ISO 14688-1:2002) is translated to American Sediment 

System for relating conductivity information to sediment material. Sources: International System: ISO 

14688-1:2002, American Sedimentary System based on Udden-Wentworth scale, K values according to 

American sedimentary materials: Domenico and Schwartz (1990) and Freeze and Cherry (1979). 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Sediment Grain size (mm) min max

Gravel 2-64 3.00E-04 3.00E-02

Coarse Sand 0.5-2 9.00E-07 6.00E-03

Medium Sand 0.25-0.5 9.00E-07 5.00E-04

Fine Sand 0.0625-0.250 2.00E-07 2.00E-04

Silt 0.0039-0.0625 1.00E-09 2.00E-05

Clay 0.0039-0.00098 1.00E-11 4.70E-09

Till 1.00E-12 2.00E-06

K (m/s)American System

Sediment Size Symbol Grain Size (mm)

Coarse Gravel 6-20

Fine Gravel SrHk, Sr 2-6

Coarse Sand Hk, KeHk 0.6-2

Fine Sand HHk 0.2-0.6

Coarse Fine-Sand 0.06-0.2

Fine Fine-Sand Si 0.02-0.06

Coarse Silt 0.006-0.02

Fine Silt SaSi 0.002-0.006

Clay Sa <0.002

Sandy Till HkMr

Silty Sandy Till SiHkMr

Silty Till SiMr

Clay Till SaSiMr

Fine-Sand

Silt

Till

Finnish (International) System

Gravel

Sand
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2.3.3 Recharge  

It is difficult to estimate groundwater recharge reliably using any one single method due to 

uncertainties and limitations of each method (Scanlon et al., 2002). Therefore, often recharge is 

estimated using multiple methods to cross-check the results and constrain the values obtained (Rivard 

et al., 2014). Accordingly, both a water balance and groundwater flux analysis are performed to 

estimate groundwater recharge of the Paloluoma BBV. 

2.3.3.1 Water Balance Method 

Performing a water balance is standard practise when estimating recharge (Healy, 2010; 

Lefebvre et al., 2011; Misstear et al., 2009; Rivard et al., 2014). For the purposes of this study, 

hydrometeorological data such as monthly precipitation and temperature were obtained from the 

Finnish Meteorological Institute [en.ilmatieteenlaitos.fi] over a 15-year period, which was collected from 

the nearby weather station, Kauhajoki Kuja-Kokko Weather Station. The water balance was conducted 

on a monthly basis, from 2004 to 2018.   

According to the recharge definition where only water reaching the water table is considered as 

recharge, key parameters were identified to calculate total recharge and include runoff (R, mm, Eq. 1), 

infiltration (Peff, mm, Eq. 2), potential evapotranspiration (ETP, mm. Eq. 3) according to the 

Thornthwaite method (1944), soil humidity deficit (D, Eq. 6), real evapotranspiration (ETR, mm, Eq. 7), 

and readily available water in soil (RAS, mm).  

Runoff was calculated according to the following Equation (1): 

𝑅 =  𝑃𝑎𝑐𝑐 ∗ 𝐶𝑟                                                                                (1) 

Where, Pacc is accumulated precipitation in units of mm, which accounts for all winter precipitation 

available for spring thaw, as well as monthly summer precipitation; and Cr is the runoff coefficient.  

Infiltration was calculated according to the following Equation (2): 

𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑃𝑚 − 𝑅                                                                                 (2) 

where, Pm (mm) is the monthly precipitation; R (mm) is runoff as described in Eq. 1.  

Potential evapotranspiration according to the Thornthwaite method (1944) was calculated using 

the following equations (3) – (5): 

𝐸𝑇𝑃 = 16 ∗ 𝐹(𝜆) ∗ (10 ∗
𝑇𝑚

𝐼
)

𝑎

                                                         (3) 
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𝐼 ∑ 𝑖

12

𝑛=1

 where 𝑖 = (
𝑇𝑚

5
)

1.514

                                                             (4) 

𝑎 = (675 ∗ 10−9 ∗ 𝐼3) − (771 ∗ 10−7 ∗ 𝐼2) − (1792 ∗ 10−5 ∗ 𝐼) + 0.49239              (5) 

where F(λ) is the latitude-dependent correction factor accounting the number of days in the 

month and the actual number of hours of insolation; I is the annual heat index; a is a coefficient strictly 

proportional to I. 

Soil humidity deficit was calculated according to the following Equation (6): 

𝐷 = 𝑅𝐴𝑆𝑖−1 + 𝑃𝑒𝑓𝑓 − 𝐸𝑇𝑃                                                              (6) 

Where, RAS is the readily available water in soil in units of mm and is dependent on D such that 

if D is greater than the RASmax value, the RAS will be the RASmax value. However, if D is less than the 

RASmax value, then the RAS will be equal to D. Otherwise, if D is less than or equal to 0, the RAS value will 

be 0. Parameters Peff, which is infiltration, and ETP, which is potential evapotranspiration, are described 

in Equation (2) and (3), respectively.   

Finally, using the definition where infiltration reaches the water table, recharge (∆Sg, mm) was 

calculated using the following Equation (7): 

∆𝑆𝑔 = 𝐷 − 𝑅𝐴𝑆                                                                               (7) 

Where soil humidity deficit, D, and readily available water in soil, RAS, have been described in 

Equation (6).  

2.3.3.2 Groundwater Flux 

The groundwater flux method was also used to estimate total recharge over the study area as a 

means to provide additional support to the findings from the water balance method. Groundwater flux 

through the aquifer (Qa, mm), is calculated using the following Equation (8): 

𝑄𝑎 = 𝐴𝑥 ∗ 𝐾 ∗ 𝑖      (8) 

Where, Ax (m2) is the cross-sectional area of flow and is a function of the valley width and 

aquifer thickness; K (ms-1) is the hydraulic conductivity of the aquifer; i is the hydraulic gradient.  
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Recharge (∆Sg, mm) as a function of the groundwater flux through the aquifer (Qa) and the 

recharge area (Ar, mm) can be calculated using the following Equation (9): 

Δ𝑆𝑔 = 𝑄𝑎  𝐴𝑟⁄       (9) 

Field observations were used to determine hydraulic gradient and subsurface information was 

used to determine aquifer thickness and hydraulic conductivity. Results of the total recharge rate from 

the groundwater flux method are presented in the following section. 

2.3.3.3 Spatial Distribution 

The total recharge rate, as estimated from the water balance and groundwater flux methods, 

was distributed over the entire study area according to surface permeability derived from surficial 

geology information. The surficial geology of the study area (Figure 2.4) is here given hydrogeological 

significance by categorizing all the units into only two categories: good permeability areas and poor 

permeability areas. For example, sandier areas as represented in green on the surficial geology map, are 

sorted sediments considered to be permeable. In contrast, clay and silt, which are represented in blue 

and purple, respectively, are fine-grained sediments that are less permeable. Dividing the study area 

into permeable and less permeable zones was determined by taking the 3D hydrogeological model and 

analysing aquifer unit locations on the surface. Figure 2.14 depicts the recharge zone map in accordance 

with surface unit permeability. These permeability areas were then assigned a proportion of the total 

recharge rate in which the area would allow inflow to occur. Permeable zones accounted for 80% of 

total recharge, whereas less permeable zones accounted for 20% of total recharge. Using the minimum 

and maximum recharge rates obtained from the water balance method, a maximum and minimum 

recharge rate was calculated for each type of permeability zone. This range of recharge is especially 

useful when calibrating the model (see Chapter 3).  
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Figure 2.14: Map depicting good and poor recharge zones according to permeable and less permeable 

areas, respectively. Good recharge zones are predominantly found in the northern region of the study 

area. 
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2.4 Results 

2.4.1. Hydraulics 
 

From pumping tests, as described earlier, hydraulic conductivity values for aquifer units are of 

10-4 to 10-3 orders of magnitude. Matched curve plots from pumping test analysis are included in 

Appendix II and III. Table 2.5 shows the exact hydraulic conductivity value obtained from pumping tests 

for each aquifer HSU as well as the range of hydraulic conductivity possible for the hydraulic unit 

corresponding to their dominant sediment material (cf. Table 2.4). Hydraulic conductivity analysis for 

aquitard units was not available from pumping tests, thus it is solely estimated using lithological 

information. Aquitards 1-7 are grouped together when considering hydraulic conductivity as most share 

the same sediment characteristics (till) except for the upper most glaciomarine aquitard (clay). 

Nonetheless, hydraulic conductivity for all aquitards falls closely within the range of values considered. 

Thus, aquitard units are assigned a hydraulic conductivity value of 2.0E-7 ms-1 with a range from 1.0E-12 

ms-1 to 2.0E-06 ms-1. Values from Table 2.5 are for conductivity in all x-, y-, z-directions as it is assumed 

the hydrofacies are isotropic. Bedrock hydraulic conductivity is initially also assumed to be isotropic at 

2.0E-7 ms-1. However, this is further explored and discussed in Chapter 3. 

Table 2.5: Hydraulic conductivity value for each hydrogeological unit in the Paloluoma BBV system 

estimated using pumping tests (Value).  Maximum and minimum hydraulic conductivity are estimated 

from hydrofacies descriptions. Hydraulic conductivity range for bedrock aquitards estimated from 

geological information. 

HSU Hydraulic Conductivity (ms-1) 
 

Minimum Value Maximum 

AF-7 1.0E-03 2.6E-03 1.0E-01 

AF-6 9.0E-07 2.0E-03 6.0E-03 

AF-5 9.0E-07 6.4E-04 6.0E-03 

AF-4 9.0E-07 4.4E-04 5.0E-04 

AF-3 9.0E-07 5.2E-04 5.0E-04 

AF-2 3.0E-04 2.9E-04 3.0E-02 

AF-1 3.0E-04 3.3E-04 3.0E-02 

AT- 1-7  1.0E-12 2.0E-07 2.0E-06 

BEDROCK 1.0E-12 2.0E-07 1.0E-05 
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2.4.2. Recharge 
 

Recharge was estimated using two methods, the water balance method and the groundwater 

flux method. Analysis of the water balance method revealed the minimum total recharge rate, which 

was found to be approximately 35 mm/a, and the maximum total recharge rate, which was found to be 

approximately 150 mm/a. This range is applied as a parameter constraint for recharge during 

calibration. The average total recharge rate found over the 15-year period is approximately 80 mm/a. 

The varying rates of recharge have been depicted in Figure 2.15. Uncertainties in the water balance 

method include uncertainties in variables, particularly precipitation and temperature. Error in 

measurements could be from the type of data collection method employed. Sources of errors to 

consider when collecting precipitation include wind levels causing precipitation to not fall directly into 

the measuring instrument, which could cause data not to be registered accurately. High wind levels also 

contribute to evaporation, especially if the collected precipitation is at a standstill for long periods. High 

temperatures can also prompt evaporation and cold temperatures may cause frozen precipitation, 

which makes data collection more difficult.  

The groundwater flux method, as described earlier, utilizes field observations to determine 

hydraulic gradient and subsurface information to determine aquifer thickness and hydraulic 

conductivity. Using this secondary method, the total recharge rate over the 30 km2 study area was found 

to also be approximately 80 mm/a. These results from the groundwater flux method are thus consistent 

with the results from the water balance method.  
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Figure 2.15: Water balance for Paloluoma Valley over a 15-year period (2004-2018). Plots show 

estimated recharge (mm) represented as the purple star. 
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2.5 Discussion 

 The foundation of model analysis is the conceptual model. The conceptual model emphasizes 

understanding the system before its analysis (Betancur et al., 2012; Bredehoeft, 2005; Rushton, 2003). It 

represents the hydrogeology and groundwater system required to create the desired flow model. 

Previous studies demonstrate the process of conceptual model building well (Bajc et al., 2018, 2014; 

Blackport et al., 2014; Meyer et al., 2014; Hendry et al., 1991; Pétré et al., 2016). In this section, the 

Paloluoma BBV conceptual model is summarized. 

There is great interest surrounding sustainable extraction of the Paloluoma BBV groundwater 

resource. Prior to increased exploitation, hydrogeological conceptualization of the study area is required 

to improve the understanding of the system and provide useful quantitative analysis of the groundwater 

flow system. The conceptual model developed in this Chapter is an important part of the groundwater 

model building process. The conceptual model has characterized the hydrogeological boundaries, 

properties, and processes, which are crucial to our hydrogeological understanding of the system. Field 

investigations, data analysis, and model building have all greatly contributed to the conceptual model.  

One of the main points resulting from the conceptual model is the general North to South 

direction of groundwater flow within the Paloluoma BBV. The main waterbody is the Paloluoma stream, 

which runs down the watershed area to reach the larger river system, the Kyrönjoki River, located at the 

south end of the study area. There is minimum interaction between surface water bodies and 

subsurface units. This is because surface water streams flow on relatively thick and continuous clay and 

silt deposits, which act as a barrier between surface and subsurface waters. This is found to be true in 

the central and southern regions of the study area. As for the northern region of the study area, there 

are small springs that are fed by groundwater.  

Congruent with the topography, surficial geology, and field observations, the main recharge 

zones are found to be located in the north and northwestern regions of the study area. The northwest 

region of the study area has topographic highs, bedrock outcrops and surficial coarse-grained 

sediments, which are considered good recharge zones. The central and southern regions of the study 

area, where the surficial geology is predominantly clay and silt, are considered poor recharge zones.  

A hydrogeological water balance, which is standardly used to determine recharge rates was 

applied for this study using hydrometeorological data from a nearby weather station, Kauhajoki Kuja-

Kokko. Recharge rates were also estimated using the groundwater flux method to support findings from 

the first water balance method. Different data collection methods have different sources of error. 
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Therefore, it is important to verify output variables using multiple techniques. These simple recharge 

estimation methods resulted in an average recharge rate of approximately 80 mm/a. This pre-calibrated 

rate was spatially distributed accordingly across good and poor recharge zones within the study area. 

Aquifer behaviour for the Paloluoma BBV can be understood through pumping tests. From 

pumping test analysis, a positive boundary limit was identified. This positive boundary limit suggests 

that the aquifer that was being pumped, is recharging or receiving water outside of storage. As such, the 

observed drawdown closely matched the Hantush solution, which gives us important information that 

the aquifers are of a leaky confined nature.  This leaky flow behaviour into the aquifers can be partially 

explained using the geological model. It is suspected that there could be an external source outside of 

storage in which exploited aquifers are receiving replenishment. Such external sources could be from 

bedrock fractures providing recharge to the aquifers, or other aquifers leaking across interbedded 

aquitards. Analysing the hydrostratigraphic model, partial flow pathways between aquifers can be 

interpreted to be present on account of direct vertical unit connectivity in the central region of the study 

area between aquifers two and five. This suggests that flow from shallow aquifers to deep aquifers is 

possible. Further exploration of the study area using geophysical instruments has also led to the 

identification of permeable structures within the bedrock (pers. Comm, Timo Ruskeeniemi, GTK, 

February 1st, 2021 at 10:30 a.m. EST), which supports earlier suspicions and could also greatly contribute 

to the leaky flow behaviour found during pumping test analysis.   

Creating a hydrostratigraphic model (Fig. 2.11) using subsurface geological information is 

standard practise when building a flow model, especially at a regional scale (Bajc & Shirota, 2007; Meyer 

et al., 2014; Pasanen & Okkonen, 2017; Pétré et al., 2019; Ross et al., 2005; Usman et al., 2018). The 

hydrostratigraphic model contributes to an overall better understanding of the subsurface structure and 

visualization of connection between units. The structure of the bedrock valley and Quaternary 

sediments is also useful when analysing modelling results. Since the flow model is heavily dependant on 

the hydrostratigraphic model, any changes that are made to the hydrostratigraphic model, must be 

reflected on the flow model. With constant updates from both the structure of the hydrostratigraphic 

model, as well as updates from the post-run flow model requiring improvements, there is considerable 

interplay between the hydrostratigraphic model and flow model. As such, hydrologically important areas 

of the model that were not initially appreciated, have been integrated leading to important 

improvements to both the conceptual understanding of the system and the flow model itself.   
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2.6 Conclusion 
 

The purpose of this study was to develop a conceptual model of the Paloluoma BBV. This was 

successfully accomplished through evaluating watershed and flow boundaries, developing a 

hydrostratigraphic model of the Paloluoma BBV, and assessing recharge to the granular aquifers and 

spatial flux across the surface of the Paloluoma BBV. The comprehensive approach that is used in this 

study to build a conceptual model for the Paloluoma BBV can be applied to characterization and 

quantification studies of other similar regional aquifers. Being the first study of its kind in the region, 

future research around this region can be supported with this study. 

With the current conceptual understanding, important questions about the function of the 

system persist. For example, what are the flow dynamics under natural conditions, what are the changes 

to flow dynamics under pumping conditions, where and how far does drawdown extend, and how does 

the system react with varying pumping scenarios? These questions and additional investigations can be 

explored using the numerical model that accompanies the 3D hydrogeological model. This leads us into 

the significant characteristics of the flow model, which are discussed in the next chapter. 
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 Chapter 3  

Numerical Groundwater Modelling of the Paloluoma Buried Bedrock 

Valley in West Finland 

3.1 Introduction 

The Paloluoma Buried Bedrock Valley (BBV) contains granular aquifers that have been targeted 

to supply drinking water to the surrounding population (Putkinen et al., 2015, 2018).  Currently, 

production wells are used for drinking water purposes for the Town of Kurikka. Other nearby 

municipalities have expressed interest in exploiting the same aquifer to supply for their own, much 

larger towns. With the increased demand, the response of the aquifer under varying and increased 

pumping scenarios and changes to the dynamic of the aquifer system must be analysed thoroughly to 

ensure sustainable management of the resource. 

Prior to increased groundwater abstraction, safe long-term sustainable pumping rates must be 

determined. Otherwise, as historically observed, the system and surrounding environment may 

experience detrimental effects (Konikow & Kendy, 2005; Sophocleous, 2010; Vélez-Nicolás et al., 2020). 

In order to determine safe rates of groundwater abstraction, a good understanding of the groundwater 

system is required. This includes an overall conceptual understanding of key components of the system 

such as the hydrostratigraphic sequence, recharge and discharge areas, aquifer behaviour, and flow 

dynamics. These key components have been explored in the previous chapter, Chapter 2 – Conceptual 

Model. This chapter describes the constructed groundwater flow model and uses the conceptual model 

to further the investigation and understanding of the groundwater system. Specifically, the flow model 

investigates flow dynamics under natural and pumping conditions, hydraulic response to pumping 

events, drawdown distribution, and changes in fluxes. These results are then used to define the 

conditions required for sustainable groundwater extraction.  

Through the development of the flow model, important uncertainties will likely be identified 

about the characterization of the Paloluoma BBV. Additional gaps in knowledge may be highlighted, 

especially since this is the first quantitative study of its kind in this region. Future field investigations 

could be carried out to reduce the main uncertainties. With an improved understanding of the 

Paloluoma BBV groundwater flow system, which is heavily depended on for drinking water, sustainable 
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water management can be implemented. As such, the nearby municipality of Kurikka will be able to 

ensure the long-term protection of its freshwater resource. 

3.1.1 Study Area  

The Paloluoma BBV watershed has an areal extent of 30 km2 and is located west of the Town of 

Kurikka in West Finland. Its watershed boundaries are governed by the upstream area of the Paloluoma 

Stream. This region exhibits a subarctic climate and is classified as Dfc (D: continental, f: without dry 

season, c: cold summer) in accordance with the Köppen-Geiger climate classification system (Peel et al., 

2007). The average annual temperature and precipitation levels are 3.3 ⁰C and 556 mm, respectively. 

The topography includes hills and valleys with elevation ranging from 190 m asl in the northern area, 

where there are bedrock outcrops, to about 70 m asl in the southern area. The southern area is 

characterized by the union of the Paloluoma Stream, which flows down the center of the study area, 

and the Kyrönjoki River, which spans a length of approximately 225 km across west-central Finland.  

As per the glaciation history of the area, the advance and retreat of the Fennoscandian Ice Sheet 

has created a succession of heterogenous aquifer and aquitard layers confined underneath a thick 

glaciomarine aquitard along the Paloluoma BBV, forming a semi-confined to confined pressurized 

hydrogeological system. The subsurface system is complicated in its geology and has been extensively 

mapped using borehole logging and geophysical techniques carried out by the Geological Survey of 

Finland (GTK; Putkinen et al., 2012, 2015, 2018). The hydrostratigraphic sequence of the study area 

follows a consecutive aquitard/aquifer pattern up to the surface. A total of seven aquitards and seven 

aquifers are delineated within the Paloluoma BBV (cf. Chapter 2, Fig. 2.10 and Table 2.2). The aquifers 

are dominantly composed of sandy gravel sediments with some silt interbeds whereas the aquitards are 

dominantly composed of till material, except for the uppermost thick glaciomarine fine-grained unit. The 

bedrock in this area is characterized by porphyritic crystalline rocks that are part of the Central Finland 

Granitoid Complex (Nironen, 2017). Bedrock outcrops are prevalent in the topographic highs in the 

northwestern part of the study area and are also found along the sides of the valley.  

The surficial geology of the study area has been described in Chapter 2 (cf. Sect. 2.2). The centre 

of the study area is predominantly silt and clay material forming a relatively flat plain (cf. Chap. 2, Fig. 

2.3), which is only incised by the Paloluoma Stream. Due to the low permeability of the stream bed and 

its surroundings, little to no connection is assumed between the surface stream and groundwater. The 

northwestern part of the BBV includes most of the bedrock highs which have been affected by the 

shoreline processes during the marine regressive phase. The surface of the bedrock hills contains raised 
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beaches and washed till which have created several linear ridges of cobbles and boulders (cf. Chap. 2, 

Fig. 2.5). This NW region is thus considered a prominent recharge zone of the study area. South of this 

area, sandy gravel sediments abound (cf. Chap. 2, Fig. 2.5).  

 3.1.2 Conceptual Model 

The geology of the Paloluoma BBV results in a complicated hydrostratigraphy and intricate 

groundwater system. The stratigraphic framework which is used to define the hydrostratigraphic units 

(HSU) was characterized by the Geological Survey of Finland (GTK). The geological units were identified 

using data from 110 boreholes to bedrock and a preliminary 3D geological model built via cross-sections. 

Borehole data provided sediment type and grain size information and were used to amalgamate groups 

of geological units to define hydrostratigraphic units. Boreholes were also used as control points for the 

gravity surveys to define the bedrock surface. Cross-sections oriented N-S and W-E across the study area 

provided a detailed understanding of the stratigraphy. A total of 55 cross-sections with a maximum of 

350 m spacing between each transect was produced. Spacing between transects was reduced where 

more detail about the subsurface was required. The geological units that arose from the borehole data 

and cross-sections were then assigned hydraulic significance to define hydrostratigraphic units (HSU). As 

a result, seven aquifers (AF 1-7), seven aquitards (AT 1-7), for a total of 14 HSUs and one bedrock unit, 

were delineated within the geological model (cf. Chap. 2, Table 2.2). 

With these cross-sections, units were interpolated across the area to form bounding surfaces for 

each HSU. Top surfaces were used as the contact points for the digital depositional surfaces and acted as 

the top and bottom boundaries of the hydrostratigraphic unit volumes. Once the HSU volumes were 

compiled in stratigraphic order, analysis of the 3D subsurface structure began. Upon analysis, it was 

found that most HSU layers are discontinuous and have variable thickness throughout the study area. 

This variability is the result of the depositional and erosional history of the area, which reflects the 

glacial and deglacial processes. Another characteristic of the resulting stratigraphy is that each aquitard 

unit is overlain by an aquifer unit (cf. Chap. 2, Table 2.2).  

The estimation of recharge conditions is imperative to a functioning groundwater model. It is 

difficult to estimate groundwater recharge reliably using any single method due to uncertainties and 

limitations of each method (Scanlon et al., 2002). Therefore, often recharge is estimated using multiple 

methods in order to cross-check the results and constrain the values obtained (Rivard et al., 2014). 

Accordingly, both a water balance and groundwater flux analysis were performed to estimate 

groundwater recharge of the Paloluoma BBV (cf. Chap. 2, Sect. 2.3.3).  
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The water balance method yielded a minimum total recharge rate estimate of 35 mm/a, and a 

maximum total recharge rate estimate of 150 mm/a. The average total recharge rate found over the 15-

year period was approximately 80 mm/a. The groundwater flux method was also used to estimate total 

recharge over the study area as a means to provide additional support to the findings from the water 

balance method. The estimate of total recharge was obtained by assuming that the influx of 

groundwater is solely from surficial recharge. Definitions and equations used to carry out the estimation 

of total recharge are detailed in Chapter 2. The total recharge rate over the 30 km2 study area was found 

to be approximately 80 mm/a. These results from the groundwater flux method coincide with the 

results from the water balance method. 

This total recharge rate was spatially distributed over the entire study area according to surface 

permeability. The surficial geology of the study area is given hydrogeological significance and is coupled 

to permeable and less permeable areas (cf. Chap. 2, Fig. 2.14). Permeable areas account for 80% of total 

recharge whereas poorly permeable areas account for 20% of total recharge. Using the minimum and 

maximum recharge rates obtained from the water balance method, a maximum and minimum recharge 

rate was calculated for each type of permeability zone for the purpose of model calibration.  

The conceptual model as developed and described in detail in Chapter 2, is the basis of the 

numerical groundwater flow model. The conceptual model is an amalgamation of key properties and 

processes that represent the dynamics of the groundwater system, which are summarized in figure 3.1. 

The conceptual model illustrates that groundwater inflow into the system occurs from surface recharge 

under natural conditions but that inflow can also occur across watershed boundaries under pumping 

conditions. Groundwater outflow takes place at the lower end of the valley through deep aquifers 

spanning across the intersection of the Paloluoma Stream and Kyrönjoki River. Within the system, 

groundwater preferentially flows through granular aquifers within the valley but also through the 

underlying fractured rock whose hydraulic conductivity is reduced with depth below the bedrock 

surface. 
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Figure 3.1: a) Conceptual Model with surface boundaries, recharge zones, visible HSUs and bedrock 

layers. Transect running across the centre of the study area. b) Cross-section of the Paloluoma buried 

valley. AF- and AT- refers to aquifer and aquitard, respective respectively. The numbers correspond to 

the aquifer and aquitard layer. Vertical exaggeration: 15X. 

a 
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3.2 Methods 

The Paloluoma BBV numerical flow model is based on the previously developed 3D 

hydrostratigraphic conceptual model. The subsurface structure and all properties are identically 

represented in the flow model relative to the hydrostratigraphic model. As such, the flow model is 

constrained by the 3D hydrostratigraphic model, which has its own set of uncertainties and assumptions 

that must also be considered for the flow model. For the purpose of this study, simulations were done 

to represent natural conditions as well as three groundwater exploitation scenarios. The model under 

natural conditions is calibrated to simulate field conditions. The calibrated model is then used to 

simulate pumping conditions from pumping tests. Finally, a maximum pumping scenario is simulated to 

assess the impact on the Paloluoma BBV.  

3.2.1 Boundary and Extent 

The model’s boundary is defined by the watershed area as described in  ect. 3.3.1. This 

watershed is one of many sub-basin areas that make up the larger watershed of the Kyrönjoki River 

system. The south-eastern boundary of the study area is of particular importance as at great depths, 

groundwater flow is continuous beyond the boundary line due to deep aquifer extents. As such, the 

south-eastern boundary, which accounts for the intersection between the Paloluoma Stream and the 

Kyrönjoki River (cf. Chapter 2, Fig. 2.1), as well as the deep aquifers which are continuous beyond the 

boundary, is considered to be an area where groundwater can exit the basin.  

3.2.2 Numerical Grid 

3.2.2.1 2D Mesh 

The Paloluoma valley groundwater flow model is structured using a finite element numerical 

grid and code (FEFLOW) to simulate groundwater flow dynamics. The finite element grid was generated 

with a 2D supermesh, which is the framework of all basic geometric information required by the 

FEFLOW algorithm (DHI-WASY, 2016).  The supermesh uses the same outline of the model area and 

boundaries as described in the conceptual and hydrogeological model. The first step in the grid 

generation process is to create a 2D irregular triangular mesh in the xy-directions (Fig. 3.2). This type of 

structure allows grid refinement only where it is needed, such as in areas of high hydraulic gradient, 

while keeping the grid ‘coarse’ elsewhere for efficient computer processing. The reference mesh 

structure is then copied and extended in the z-direction to fit the top of all the units of the 

hydrostratigraphic model.  
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The supermesh elements must also undergo an auxiliary parameter check to ensure mesh 

quality and minimal errors at the time of simulation. One such property check includes correcting for 

Delaunay-violating triangles by manually adjusting triangle finite elements to reduce large angles that 

may lead to model instabilities.  

 

Figure 3.2: 2D finite element mesh of Paloluoma BBV. Mesh is refined where high hydraulic gradients 

are higher, specifically around pumping wells, streams, and aquifer areas. 
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3.2.2.2 3D Layer Configuration 

The model is constructed as a layer-based model and maps all hydrogeological structures within 

the 3D subsurface model domain. The triangles of the 2D supermesh described in the previous section 

are extruded vertically (z-direction) to form prismatic elements whose lengths vary according to 

hydrostratigraphic unit thickness. This is a type of semi-regular grid (i.e., irregular in the xy- directions 

and regular in the z-direction). It is important that the 3D hydrogeological model, which is the basis of 

the 3D flow model, is meshed properly such that there are no overlaps or intersections of hydraulic 

units. Changes and improvements to either the 2D mesh or the 3D hydrogeological model itself, leads to 

an iterative process when creating the 3D layered mesh until the resulting mesh fulfills the requirements 

of the project. The 3D layered mesh is then further delineated into sub-layers per hydrogeological unit.  

As water flows through the Paloluoma BBV model domain, it will come across different types of 

material with varying permeabilities, especially attributed to the valley’s complex geology. The transition 

from a low permeable unit to a high permeable unit can cause numerical error as the transition may be 

too abrupt depending on the magnitude of contrasting permeabilities or conductivities. More 

specifically, flow in and flow out of cells when the hydraulic conductivity gradient is too high, can cause 

major flow changes that are difficult to compute and also lead to errors in the model. Additional 

discretization by adding layers within each unit to help compute the contrast in properties across 

adjacent layers was applied to mitigate such issues. This resulting 3D layered model (Fig. 3.3a) ensures 

the transition between low permeability/flow (LOW K) and high permeability/flow (HIGH K) is stable.  

Furthermore, the internal layers within each unit are set to be continuous and 

parallel/conformable to each other; i.e., no unconformities such as one layer truncating the structure of 

an underlying layer. Since the thicknesses of units vary laterally, the layers within them also vary 

proportionally in order to remain parallel and conformable to the underlying and overlying bounding 

surfaces. One fundamental problem with layer-based models is that all layers are continuous across the 

entire domain, even if they are discontinuous. Therefore, where hydraulic units thin or pinch out in the 

model, the layers within the unit are assigned a minimum thickness that is just greater than zero until it 

reaches the next area of the model where the unit occurs again. A minimum distance of 0.3 m between 

slices ensures that the layers are still continuous everywhere in the model while honouring the 

stratigraphy of the valley as best as possible, albeit without real discontinuities. The Quaternary 

sediments and bedrock unit are highlighted in figures 3.3b and c, respectively. While the vertical (z) 

distance of aligned nodes (collocated nodes in the xy-plane of reference) of the internal unit layers is 
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constant relative to each other in each aquifer and aquitard unit of the unconsolidated sediment portion 

of the model, it increases with depth in the bedrock unit (Fig. 3.9d). This is because flow is limited in the 

deeper bedrock and additional layers are unnecessary. This gradual increase in thickness of bedrock 

layers with depth also follows a gradual decrease of hydraulic conductivity. Deeper layers are less 

permeable and are thus assigned lower hydraulic conductivity values than the conductivity found at the 

surface of bedrock. The exact conductivity value for each bedrock layer is explored during calibration of 

the model and will be further discussed in section 3.4.4.  

In total, there are 66 layers (i.e., 67 slices) within the 15-unit model with 10 layers making up the 

bedrock unit and 56 layers making up the Quaternary sediments. Each layer is composed of 70 196 

elements and each slice has 35 776 nodes. This totals to 4 632 926 elements and 2 396 992 nodes within 

the model. An array of cross-sections across the study area for the 3D constructed model in FEFLOW is 

presented in figure 3.4. The cross-sections show how the model layers represent the spatially varying 

thicknesses of the hydrostratigraphic units as well as the development of the valley structure as you 

move from North to South. In addition, cross-section 7 (XS 7) from figure 3.4 presents the continuous 

deep aquifers extending beyond the Paloluoma valley and across sub-basins.   
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Figure 3.3: Numerical grid. a) 3D discretized layered model. b) Sediment units composed of aquifer and 

aquitard layers highlighted. c) Bedrock units composed of 10 layers highlighted. d) Bedrock slices 

highlighted. 

a b 

c d 
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Figure 3.4: Cross-sections from the FEFLOW groundwater flow model. Aquifers are depicted in green, aquitards are orange, and bedrock is pink. 

Cross-sections do not show the entire bedrock thickness represented in the flow model (see fig. 3.3). Vertical exaggeration: 5X. 
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3.2.3 Model Conditions 

The Paloluoma BBV groundwater flow model is set up as a fully saturated and confined aquifer 

system. For the purpose of this study, a steady-state model is developed to simulate flow processes and 

aquifer behaviour. While steady-state conditions in groundwater systems do not represent the response 

to climatic variations, they do represent long-term “average” conditions. Hence, a steady-state model is 

nonetheless an important step in all modelling studies (Luoma, 2012; Meyer et al., 2014; Pandian et al., 

2016; Pétré et al., 2019). In this study, the steady-state model is used to calibrate hydraulic parameters, 

perform a sensitivity analysis, and simulate the response to potential pumping conditions.  

It is also important to specify the boundary conditions of the model. The inflow and outflow 

boundaries are described in detail in Chapter 2 - Conceptual Model and also shown in figure 3.1a. The 

outflow boundary found along the south perimeter of the study area is assigned a 1st-type (constant 

head) boundary condition with a fixed hydraulic head value of 72 m, which is applied at every node 

along this boundary. The value of 72 m was obtained by averaging the topographic level at these end 

locations. Topographic levels at the south and southeast end ranged from 68 – 82 masl. This 1st-type 

boundary condition is extended in the z-direction to encompass the entire depth of Quaternary 

sediments including aquifer and aquitard units (~8 m – ~70 m thickness; slice 1 – 56). For the initial 

steady-state model, a no-flow boundary condition was applied along the majority of the remaining 

watershed perimeter. The model was later improved to account for water entering through the sides of 

the model under pumping conditions. For this reason, a 3rd-type (fluid-transfer) boundary condition at 

the very surface of the remaining perimeter of the watershed was applied to the steady-state model and 

extended down the depth of the sediment units similarly as the first type boundary condition was, and 

included 17 m into bedrock as well (slice 1 – 60). Bedrock was also included into the boundary condition 

to reflect our current hypothesis that bedrock fractures contribute to water inflow. However, unlike the 

first type boundary condition assignment, the 3rd type boundary condition values were not averaged 

from topographic levels; instead, hydraulic head levels from the initial steady-state model under natural 

conditions were applied at the respective nodes along this boundary. A minimum flow-rate constraint of 

0 m was assigned along with the 3rd-type boundary to prevent outflow from this boundary. Everything 

outside of these specified boundaries has a no-flow boundary condition. 

There are two pumping wells within the study area, Siivilä 1 and Siivilä 3. Siivilä 2 is just outside 

the study area within a separate watershed and is not considered for this study. Pumping tests for each 

well were conducted over approximately 3-month periods and progressively increased in pumping rate. 
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Siivilä 1 pumping occurred from December 17th, 2014, to March 18th, 2015, at varying rates. Siivilä 3 

pumping occurred from August 16th, 2016, to November 25th, 2016, at varying pumping rates. The 

pumping schedule is shown in detail in Table 3.1.   

Table 3.1. Pumping schedule with progressively increasing pumping rates for long-term pumping tests 

for Siivilä 1 and Siivilä 3. Progressively larger pumping rates were maintained for periods (stages) of 

about 2 to 7 weeks. 

Siivilä 1 

Test Start Date End Date Days Rate (m3d-1) 

1 17.12.2014 7.1.2015 21 1621 

2 7.1.2015 5.2.2015 29 2100 

3 5.2.2015 6.3.2015 29 3166 

      

Siivilä 3  

Test Start Date End Date Days Rate (m3d-1) 

1 16.8.2016 27.8.2016 11 1170 

2 27.8.2016 12.9.2016 14 1876 

3 12.9.2016 31.10.2016 49 2363 
 

In order to reproduce field pumping conditions, the groundwater flow model was run to 

simulate pumping resulting from the final and greatest pumping rate at both Siivilä 1 and Siivilä 3 

pumping wells. During the pumping tests, water levels remained stable near the end of all pumping 

stages, both in the pumped well and observation wells. Numerical modelling could thus be done under 

steady-state conditions to represent the drawdowns observed near the end of the final pumping stage.  

To model the impact of the Paloluoma BBV, four simulation programs were chosen as follows: 

(Program 1) baseline case under natural conditions, (Program 2) current pumping conditions at one of 

the pumping wells, (Program 3) current pumping conditions at the other pumping well, and (Program 4) 

maximum pumping at both wells. All four programs are under steady-state saturated conditions and 

have an assigned first type boundary condition applied at the discharge area. Table 3.2 describes the 

variable conditions between the four programs. For the first program, the model was run without 

pumping to simulate natural conditions. Two areas of exploitation were introduced for the other 

scenarios. These exploitation areas are represented by pumping wells, Siivilä 1 (S1) and Siivilä 3 (S3).  A 

rate budget analysis of the model domain was conducted to understand how water is flowing in and out 

of the system under both natural and pumping conditions. Finally, a maximum pumping scenario was 

simulated where both pumping wells were active and pumping at a realistic maximum pumping rate (S1 

= 3000 m3d-1 and S3 = 2500 m3d-1), which the pumping wells will likely be pumped at for future use.  
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Table 3.2: Simulation programs and their associated varying conditions. 

PROGRAM PUMPING WELL(S) ACTIVE BOUNDARY CONDITION(S) 

1 N/A 1st – type along discharge area 

2 Siivilä 1 
1st – type along discharge area and 3rd – 

type along remaining watershed perimeter  
3 Siivilä 3 

4 Siivilä 1 and 3 

 

3.2.4 Model Calibration 

3.2.4.1 Observation Points 

Observation data from real and synthetic observation wells were used to calibrate the model. 

Figure 3.5 illustrates the location of a total of 58 observation wells. Of the 58 observation wells, there 

are 20 real observation wells and 38 synthetic observation wells. Table 3.3 describes how the 

observation wells were grouped. A portion of the real observation wells (11) provided quality water 

level information monitored every 15 minutes over a period of several months before, during, and after 

pumping. As for the remaining nine real observation wells and 38 synthetic observation wells, hydraulic 

head levels were not available, thus topographic elevations were used as the reference level. The 13 

remaining real observation wells are artesian. When calibrating the model, this group of observation 

wells were inspected to ensure that simulated head values were above ground.  
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Figure 3.5: Real and synthetic observation points across the study area. 
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Table 3.3. Real and Synthetic Observation Points described in terms of target purposes for model 

calibration. 

OBSERVATION POINTS COUNT PURPOSE DESCRIPTION 

Real Observation Points 11 
Quality observation wells. Targeted such that simulated 
heads fall on observed water levels 

Real Artesian Observation Points 
(Overflowing Wells) 

9 
Observation wells displaying artesian conditions. 
Targeted such that simulated heads fall above ground 
level 

Synthetic Observation Points on First 
Model Layer 

12 
Topographic levels used as reference. Targeted such 
that simulated heads fall on or below ground level 

Synthetic Observation Points on 
Bedrock Outcrops and Recharge Areas 

13 
Topographic levels used as reference. Targeted such 
that simulated heads fall below ground level 

Synthetic Observation Points in Deep 
Aquifer with Artesian Conditions 

5 
Topographic levels used as reference. Targeted such 
that simulated heads fall above ground level 

Synthetic Observation Points in Deep 
Aquifer without Artesian Conditions 

8 
Topographic levels used as reference. Targeted such 
that simulated heads fall on or below ground level 

 

As for the synthetic wells, the 38 synthetic wells were grouped into four categories, which 

included, (1) wells on the first layer, (2) artesian wells in deep aquifers, (3) non-artesian wells in deep 

aquifers, and (4) wells in recharge areas. These wells were used to calibrate the model. Synthetic 

observation wells on the first layer targeted areas that produce head values equal or close to 

topographic levels. The purpose of the synthetic observation wells in deep aquifers was to target areas 

where artesian conditions are known to be present (evidently with the real artesian observation wells) 

and produce head values that exceeded the topographic level. The third synthetic observation well 

category, non-artesian wells in deep aquifers, were targeted to represent areas where head levels were 

below topographic levels. Finally, the fourth synthetic observation well category, wells in recharge areas, 

represent areas that typically have water levels lower than topographic levels as they are found in areas 

with raised hills (no actual observation wells were available in these areas).  

3.2.4.2 Calibration 

To achieve a well-calibrated model, two techniques are typically employed; (1) the manual trial-

and-error adjustment of parameters and (2) automated parameter estimation (Anderson & Woessner, 

1992). While trial-and-error calibration is highly influenced by the modeller's experience, it is still 

recommended and is the preferred method as the modeller develops a better understanding of the 

impact of model assumptions and design. While performing this type of calibration, which involves 
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numerous changes of model parameters, the modeller is able to determine which parameters the model 

is most sensitive to. As a result, through manual calibration, the sensitivity analysis part of the modelling 

effort is already engaged and can be quantified alongside, or immediately after.  

For this study, the model was first manually calibrated on a trial-and-error basis in order to get a 

feel for the model’s response.  irst, an interval of hydrologically acceptable upper and lower limits for 

each parameter was determined. Next, each parameter was adjusted while holding all other parameters 

constant. Through this process, it is also determined how intensely each parameter affects the model 

results. From calibrating the model, it became very apparent that the parameters were highly 

interdependent and the model highly nonlinear.  

The parameters calibrated for this model include recharge and hydraulic conductivity. The 

interval of hydrologically acceptable upper and lower limits for total recharge is from 35 mm/a to 150 

mm/a. This range was determined by the water balance method over a 15-year period. The interval of 

hydrologically acceptable upper and lower limits for hydraulic conductivity for each HSU was 

determined using sediment material descriptions. Both methods are described in detail in chapter 2. The 

first phase of model calibration for this study was to visually fit simulated values to observed heads on 

plots. Using the categorized observation points as previously described in this section, we are able to 

visualize how changes to each parameter affect the model results. Manual calibration was an iterative 

process and was performed until a good fit was achieved for each group of observation points.  

The model was then run under automatic calibration to further optimize the model. Automatic 

calibration approaches may be direct or indirect. For the direct approach, unknown parameters are 

dependent variables and heads are independent variables. Head values are only known at observation 

points; therefore, it is necessary to make estimates everywhere else in the grid, usually by kriging 

interpolation. The indirect approach checks the head solution and systematically adjusts parameters in 

order to minimize the objective function (Anderson & Woessner, 1992). With the indirect approach, a 

statistical framework is applied, in which errors in heads and parameters are quantified. For this study, 

automatic calibration was performed with FePEST, a graphical program within FEFLOW that utilizes the 

PEST algorithm (Doherty, 2005) in the background.  
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3.2.4.2.1 Calibration Quality  
 

It is recommended that statistical analyses for hydrological models include a combination of 

evaluating graphical results, absolute value error statistics (i.e. root mean square error), and normalized 

goodness-of-fit statistics (i.e. Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency index; Ritter and Muñoz-Carpena, 2012). Hence, a 

good graphical match between observed and simulated heads for the Paloluoma BBV observation points 

was followed by evaluating the root mean square error (RMSE) and the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) 

index.  

RMSE is the standard deviation of the residuals (prediction errors) and provides information on 

how well data is concentrated around the reference line (Eq. 1). 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  √
∑ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖)2𝑁

𝑖=1

𝑁
                                                                 (1) 

where, 𝑖 is the hydraulic head variable, 𝑁 is the total number of points, 𝑥𝑖 is the observed head, 

and 𝑥𝑖 is the simulated head. 

The NSE is a normalized statistic that determines the relative magnitude of the residual variance 

compared to the measured data variance (Nash & Sutcliffe, 1970). It indicates how well the plot of 

observed versus simulated data fits the 1:1 line. When the NSE = 1, it corresponds to a perfect match of 

the model to the observed data. When the NSE = 0, indicates that the model predictions are as accurate 

as the mean of the observed data (Eq. 2). 

𝑁𝑆𝐸 = 1 −
∑ (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖)2𝑁

𝑖=1

∑ (𝑥𝑖 − �̅�𝑖)2𝑁
𝑖=1

                                                             (2) 

where, �̅�𝑖 is the mean of the observed head.  

Both objective functions were determined for each set of observation points as they had their 

own target conditions regarding the reference line. For observation points in categories that are not 

meant to be in alignment with the reference line (i.e., above or below the reference line depending on 

category), an additional trendline was created. In order to still use RMSE and NSE as a check for these 

groups in the model, a trendline of the observation points from the base case model was developed and 

head values were extrapolated. The extrapolated head values were ~5 meters above or below the 

topographic level depending on the synthetic observation point category. Using this technique was 

necessary as there were not enough real observation points to calibrate the model effectively. The ROP 
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was given more weight when considering how well the model is calibrated. In order to relate both the 

RMSE and NSE when establishing model efficiency, the number of times (nt; Eq. 3) that the observations 

variability is greater than the mean error can be estimated. Ritter and Muñoz-Carpena (2013) published 

figure 3.6, which depicts the relationship between the NSE and model mean error relative to the spread 

of observations.  

𝑛𝑡 =
𝑆𝐷

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸
− 1                                                                                (3) 

where SD is the standard deviation, which represents the variability of the observation points.  

 

Figure 3.6: Relationship between goodness-of-fit statistic, NSE, and number of times, nt , that the 

observations variability (SD) is greater than the mean error (RMSE). Source: Ritter and Muñoz-Carpena 

(2013). 

3.2.4.3 Parameter Sensitivity Analysis  

  A sensitivity analysis was performed for the Paloluoma BBV groundwater flow model. The final 

calibrated results for each parameter are used as the reference model during the sensitivity analysis. 

Recharge, hydraulic conductivity for bedrock, bedrock anisotropy, and hydraulic conductivity for 

hydrostratigraphic units were analysed to determine how each affects the model.  

In order to evaluate the model sensitivity to changes in recharge value, the model was run 

holding all parameters constant but recharge (R). The final calibrated model is used as the base case 

model (R = 50 mm/a) and compared to a model where R is halved (R = 25 mm/a), and to another model 
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where R is doubled (R = 100 mm/a). Sensitivity to anisotropy of hydraulic conductivity (ratio between 

horizontal K and vertical K) for bedrock was also analysed. The base case model has an anisotropy of 

bedrock K of 1000. For the sensitivity analysis, bedrock conductivity anisotropy was set to 100 and 500, 

respectively. In addition, model sensitivity to hydraulic conductivity was evaluated. Hydraulic 

conductivity for bedrock was changed by one order of magnitude in both directions (increase and 

decrease) while holding all other parameters constant. Finally, sensitivity to hydraulic conductivity for 

aquifers and aquitards was analysed. Hydraulic conductivity for all HSU were divided by two for the X 

Model and multiplied by two for the Y Model. These changes to the HSU were conducted in all 

directions to maintain isotropy. Table 3.4 summarizes the changes for each model (X and Y) for each 

parameter.  

Table 3.4. Features/parameters modified during sensitivity analysis. 

Feature Modifications 

Recharge 
Change recharge to (1) half the value (X Model) and (2) double the value (Y 
Model) from the Base Case Model. 

Bedrock K Anisotropy Change bedrock anisotropy to (1; X Model) 100 and (2; Y Model) 500. 

Bedrock Hydraulic 
Conductivity 

Decrease (X Model) and increase (Y Model) bedrock hydraulic conductivity 
value from base case model by one order of magnitude in both horizontal 
and vertical directions. 

AF & AT Hydraulic 
Conductivity 

Change HSU hydraulic conductivity value to (1) half the value (X Model) and 
(2) double the value (Y Model) from the Base Case Model in both horizontal 
and vertical directions. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Under Natural Conditions  

3.3.1.1 Calibration and Sensitivity Analysis 
 

Table 3.5 depicts the calibrated recharge results. Hydraulic conductivity for each HSU was also 

calibrated as presented in table 3.6. Hydraulic conductivity for aquifers and aquitards were kept 

isotropic from the beginning of modelling stages and were kept isotropic based on the fact that 

simulated heads fit well with observed heads. However, hydraulic conductivity for bedrock in the 

vertical direction does not equal the hydraulic conductivity in the horizontal direction. Table 3.7 depicts 

how conductivity changed with depth and with increasing bedrock layer thickness.  
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Table 3.5. Initial and calibrated recharge value for entire model domain and distinguished permeable 

and less permeable areas. Lower and upper limits as calculated from methods described in Chapter 2. 

 % of Total  
Recharge 

Lower Limit  
(mm/a) 

Initial Value  
(mm/a) 

Upper Limit  
(mm/a) 

Final Value  
(mm/a) 

Total Recharge Area 100 35 80 150 50 

Permeable Areas 80 105 241 452 150 

Less Permeable Areas 20 10 22 40 14 

 

Table 3.6. Initial and calibrated hydraulic conductivity (K) for aquifer and aquitard units. Lower and 

upper limits as calculated from methods described in Chapter 2. AF=aquifer and AT=aquitard. 

Hydraulic  
Unit 

Lower  
Limit (ms-1) 

Initial K  
Value (ms-1) 

Upper  
Limit (ms-1) 

Final K  
Value (ms-1) 

AF-7 1.00E-03 2.59E-03 1.00E-01 2.54E-03 

AF-6 9.00E-07 2.03E-03 6.00E-03 2.31E-03 

AF-5 9.00E-07 6.44E-04 6.00E-03 4.03E-04 

AF-4 9.00E-07 4.38E-04 5.00E-04 4.21E-04 

AF-3 9.00E-07 5.15E-04 5.00E-04 1.63E-04 

AF-2 3.00E-04 2.94E-04 3.00E-02 5.79E-04 

AF-1 3.00E-04 3.33E-04 3.00E-02 4.44E-04 

AT- 1-7  1.00E-12 2.00E-07 2.00E-06 2.0E-07 
 

Table 3.7: Initial hydraulic conductivity (isotropic Kh = Kv) and calibrated horizontal hydraulic conductivity 

(Kh) and vertical hydraulic conductivity (Kv) for bedrock layers. Lower and upper limits estimated from 

method described in Chapter 2.  

Bedrock  
Layer 

Thickness  
(m) 

Lower  
Limit (ms-1) 

Initial Value  
(Kh = Kv; ms-1) 

Upper  
Limit (ms-1) 

Final Kh  
Value (ms-1) 

Final Kv  
Value (ms-1) 

Initial  
Anisotropy 

Final  
Anisotropy 

Top Layer 17 1.00E-12 2.00E-07 1.00E-05  1.00E-05 1.0E-08 1 1000 

Second Layer 60 1.00E-12 2.00E-07 1.00E-05  2.50E-06 2.5E-09 1 1000 

Third Layer 150 1.00E-12 2.00E-07 1.00E-05  5.00E-07 5.0E-10 1 1000 

Bottom Layer 300 1.00E-12 2.00E-07 1.00E-05  2.50E-07 2.5E-10 1 1000 
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Figure 3.7 depicts the final plots for the calibrated model for each categorized set of observation 

points.  ince the reference values for all but the ‘Real Observation Points’ (ROP) category are 

topographic levels rather than head levels, simulated points are targeted to fall above, below, or on the 

reference line depending on its category. The ROP category is the most reliable category used to 

calibrate the model as it represents quality head values as observed in the field. As such, calibration 

results are statistically analysed using the ROP category values.  

This graphical match between observed and simulated heads for the Paloluoma BBV 

observation points was followed by evaluating objective functions for error and goodness-of-fit 

statistics. Referring to figure 3.6, which depicts the relationship between NSE and nt to determine the 

quality of the model, the calibrated Paloluoma BBV groundwater flow model falls on the boundary 

between a ‘Good’ and a ‘Very Good’ calibration based on the resultant NSE of 0.89 and nt of 2.2 from 

the ROP group. 

It is important to note that calibrated models are not unique in the sense that any combination 

of parameter values may produce similar, good objective functions but based on the information and an 

understanding that the hydrogeologist has. In other words, the combination is subjectively the best 

based on the available data, honouring certain constraints, and the overall knowledge of the system. 
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Figure 3.7: Calibrated model results for each group of observation points. Group (A): real observation 

points. (B): real artesian observation points i.e., overflow wells. (C): synthetic observation points on the 

first layer. (D): synthetic observation points in recharge areas. (E): synthetic observation points in deep 

aquifers without artesian conditions. (F): synthetic observation points in deep aquifers with artesian 

conditions  
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For the parameter sensitivity analysis, table 3.8 presents objective function results for each type 

of model (X, Y, and base case) and each feature modification. This table is plotted on figure 3.8. The 

presented objective functions, RMSE and NSE are from the ROP group. 

Table 3.8. Objective function results for each type of model and feature modification during sensitivity 
analysis 

 Recharge Bedrock Anisotropy Bedrock Conductivity HSU Conductivity 
 RMSE NSE RMSE NSE RMSE NSE RMSE NSE 

X Model 3.99 0.27 1.63 0.88 1.57 0.89 3.74 0.36 

Base Case Model 1.56 0.89 1.57 0.89 1.56 0.89 1.56 0.89 

Y Model 7.40  -∞ 1.56 0.89 4.03 0.25 3.77 0.35 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Objective function (RMSE and NSE) plot results for each type of model (X Model, Base Case 

Model, Y Model) and feature modification (recharge, bedrock anisotropy, bedrock conductivity, and HSU 

conductivity) during sensitivity analysis. 
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3.3.1.2 Particle Tracking 
 

Forward particle tracking was used to track the journey of rain droplets at recharge areas, 

through the model until reaching a discharge point. Figure 3.9a illustrates the journey of water particles 

from the northern region of the study area, which is characterized as a recharge area, through the 

saturated groundwater flow system. This figure shows the fate of recharge in a spatial context, flow 

patterns within the aquifers, discharge locations, and advective residence times. In order to see the path 

travelled by the particle, an aerial view of forward particle tracking is complemented with a west-facing 

3D view (Fig. 3.9b). Aquifer 5 and aquifer 2, which are the aquifers with the greatest lateral extent, are 

highlighted in another 3D view (Fig. 3.9c). From these figures, we can see that water that begins at the 

recharge area, travels throughout the saturated model, and is discharged at the south end of the model. 

We can also see that the particle pathway moves along aquifer 5 (shallow aquifer) until a certain point, 

after which the path deepens to move along aquifer 2 (deep aquifer). Furthermore, average advective 

residence times increase as the particle path progresses and deepens. Under natural conditions, the 

chosen nodes to initiate forward tracking presents pathways taking up to ~550 years to reach the 

discharge area.  
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Figure 3.9: a) Forward particle tracking from recharge to discharge locations. Aerial view. b) 3D view of 

same particle tracking. West facing. c) 3D view of same particle tracking with the shallow aquifer, 

aquifer 5, and the deep aquifer, aquifer 2, highlighted West facing. Vertical exaggeration 10X. 

a 

b 

c 
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3.3.2 Under Pumping Conditions 

Simulated drawdowns are representative of observations. Appendix IV presents wells monitored 

during pumping at Siivilä 1 (KUU19, KUU21, KUU22, and KUU23B) and their drawdown and recovery 

over the pumping test periods. Appendix IV presents wells monitored during pumping at Siivilä 3 

(MIHP3, MIHP6, MIHP9, MIHP10, MIHP12) and their drawdown over the last pumping test period. For 

clarity purposes, recovery data is not displayed for S3 as only one pumping period is presented. During 

pumping, all observation wells were not monitored, and so observed drawdown data is limited to about 

half a kilometer away from the pumping wells.  

3.3.2.1 Siivilä 1 Pumping Conditions 
 

Figure 3.10a depicts the drawdown at Siivilä 1 with a pumping rate of 3166 m3d-1. Drawdown is 

seen to extend to a depth of eight meters at Siivilä 1. The direction of drawdown away from Siivilä 1 is 

skewed towards the north and west ends of the watershed. The direction of drawdown may be 

explained through the subsurface architecture of the valley. Siivilä 1 is pumping from aquifer 2 and along 

this location, the valley opens up to the western neighbouring watershed (figure 3.10b), which may 

explain the extension of drawdown in the western direction. Aquifer 2 from which Siivilä 1 is pumping 

from has the greatest contiguous extent across the study area, which may also contribute to the greater 

drawdown extent. There is also an aquitard directly above aquifer 2, which could be contributing water 

via leakage as well as inflow from bedrock and granular aquifers through the watershed boundary, 

based on the pumping test analysis (Section 2.3.2). This is because pumping induces a vertical gradient, 

which the overlying units respond to by producing a downward flux into the confined aquifer that is 

being pumped. Also, the drawdowns reach the watershed boundary, which induce inflow from outside 

the watershed through the permeable sediments and bedrock found at the boundary. Therefore, the 

watershed boundary had to be represented by a 3rd type boundary condition in the model. 
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Figure 3.10: a) Simulated steady-state drawdown at Siivilä 1 at a pumping rate of 3166 m3d-1. Transect 

taken along pumping well location (A – A’). b) Cross-section depicting subsurface structure at Siivilä 1. 

Vertical exaggeration: 8X.  

a 

b 
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3.3.2.2 Siivilä 3 Pumping Conditions 
 

Pumping test conditions at Siivilä 3 were also simulated with the groundwater flow model. The 

greatest pumping rate (2363 m3d-1) from the long-term pumping test performed at Siivilä 3 was used to 

simulate drawdown in the groundwater flow model. Comparatively, the test done with Siivilä 3 used a 

lower pumping rate than what was used for Siivilä 1. Figure 3.11a depicts the simulated drawdown 

distribution from Siivilä 3. A maximum drawdown of approximately 4.5 m was obtained at Siivilä 3. A 

west-east cross-section taken from where S3 is located shows the subsurface structure and that 

pumping is occurring from aquifer 1 (figure 3.11b).  
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Figure 3.11: a) Simulated steady-state drawdown at Siivilä 3 at a pumping rate of 2363 m3d-1. Transect 

taken along pumping well location (B – B’). b) Cross-section depicting subsurface structure at Siivilä 3. 

Vertical exaggeration: 8X.   

a 

b 
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3.3.2.3 Maximum Pumping Conditions 
 

The groundwater flow model was also used to explore the behaviour of the flow system under a 

maximum realistic pumping scenario. In this scenario, both S1 and S3 are active and pumping at a rate 

that is realistically the maximum pumping rate that the system will be exploited at for future use. The 

maximum realistic pumping scenario was defined by the Geological Survey of Finland and the Kurikan 

Vesihuolto Oy (Kurikka Water Company). Siivilä 1 and Siivilä 3 are assigned to simultaneously pump at a 

maximum realistic pumping rate of 3000 m3d-1 and 2500 m3d-1, respectively. Figure 3.12a presents the 

drawdown distribution for the simulated maximum exploitation scenario. This figure is supplemented by 

the cross-sections at both S1 (figure 3.12b) and S3 (figure 3.12c) with the potentiometric surface under 

natural conditions and pumping condition comparisons. These results show that the maximum 

drawdown could be up to 7.5 m at the center of the watershed (at S1). This would mean that the 

potentiometric surface, represented by the blue dashed line, would drop from ~ 85 m to 77.5m at this 

location. Where S3 is located, a drawdown of approximately 4 m was simulated, which would mean that 

the potentiometric surface would drop from ~75 m to 71 m at this location. With this maximum level of 

exploitation, drawdown is extended quite far north but remains shallow relative to the depth of the 

valley.  
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Figure 3.12: Maximum realistic groundwater extraction scenario. a) Plan view of simulated steady-state 

drawdown at both Siivilä 1 and Siivilä 3 at pumping rates of 3000 m3d-1 and 2500 m3d-1, respectively. 

Transects taken along pumping well locations (C – C’ and D – D’). Cross-sections depicting the subsurface 

structure and potentiometric surface at b) Siivilä 1 and c) Siivilä 3. Vertical exaggeration: 8X.  
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3.3.3 Rate Budgets 
 

In order to understand the inner workings of the flow model, we can look at the flux budget. 

Specifically, we can compare the flux at boundaries and specific locations of interest like recharge and 

discharge areas. The boundaries and areas of interest for flux budget analysis are presented in table 3.9 

and include: (1) surficial recharge area, (2) the south outflow boundary (SB), which extends the entire 

depth of Quaternary sediments (~8 m - ~70 m thickness; slice 1 – 56), (3) the perimeter boundary (PB), 

which extends the entire depth of the Quaternary sediments as well as the top 17 m of bedrock (slice 1 

– 60), (4) pumping, and (5) overall domain. The SB and PB are also described in section 3.2.3. 

Results under natural conditions show that the system is in equilibrium where an outflux of 

~3700 m3d-1 is balanced by an influx of ~ 3700 m3d-1. Total outflux is occurring at the SB where the 

Paloluoma stream meets the Kyrönjoki River and deep aquifers extend to the neighbouring watershed. 

The majority of the outflux at this boundary is from the deep aquifers acting as a conduit beyond the 

Paloluoma BBV watershed. Total influx is solely attributed to recharge across the surface of the model 

domain. There is no flux at the PB, which encompasses the remaining surrounding perimeter of the 

watershed. There is a difference of just 1 m3d-1 between flux in and flux out, which is an indication of a 

good numerical solution of the model. 

Table 3.9 also depicts the flux budget for the model under pumping conditions for Siivilä 1. With 

pumping, the PB is “activated” and now an influx of  2556 m3d-1 of water is entering the system through 

this boundary. Compared to the model under natural conditions, the SB is allowing for less flux out to 

the system (~3072 m3d-1). Surficial recharge contribution remains at a total of ~3682 m3d-1 as this is a 

fixed imposed rate. The combined increase of flux in from the PB and decrease of flux out from the SB 

facilitates pumping from the study area. The model reaches equilibrium at ~6237 m3d-1. 

Aquifer 1 is the deepest aquifer from the Paloluoma BBV and S3 is pumping from the thickest 

portion of this aquifer. Looking at the rate budget table again, surficial recharge remains unchanged and 

contributes a flux into the model domain of ~ 3682 m3d-1. The PB contributes a relatively modest ~474 

m3d-1 as a flux into the model. However, the main change to the rate budget is that there is much less 

flux out of the SB (~1792 m3d-1) compared to the model under natural conditions as well as during S1 

pumping. This means that water that would have been exiting the SB under natural conditions is now 

being intercepted by extraction from S3. Moreover, the fact that there is a decrease in flux out from the 

SB while S3 is pumping, verifies that the deep aquifers are the major contributors to the flux out of the 

system. Compared to pumping at S1, pumping at S3 does not rely as much on receiving water from the 
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outer boundaries of the study area (PB) due to the decreased flux out of the SB. The model reaches 

equilibrium at ~4155 m3d-1. 

Finally, the rate budget table also depicts the results for the model under a maximum pumping 

scenario. Surficial recharge is fixed to contribute a flux in of ~3682 m3d-1 and pumping from S1 and S3 at 

a rate of 3000 m3d-1and 2500 m3d-1, respectively, contributes an overall flux out of 5500 m3d-1. 

Quantifying changes to the rate budget during varied groundwater exploitation scenarios is 

important to understand how the Paloluoma BBV flow system behaves in response to stress. Figure 3.13 

presents a bar plot comparing rate budgets for the model under natural conditions and the three 

pumping programs/scenarios. The model under the maximum pumping scenario reacts as a 

combination of both flux dynamics from the previous pumping scenarios. Specifically, just as the S1-only 

model, a large portion of the total flux in was attributed from the PB while the SB only slightly 

contributed to the total flux out. The maximum pumping model exhibits this dynamic but at a greater 

rate such that water is being pulled into the system from the PB at a rate of ~2829 m3d-1. Compared to 

the S3-only model, the maximum pumping scenario also exhibited a decrease in flux out of the SB due to 

water exiting through pumping instead, while the PB only slightly increased. Overall, this maximum 

pumping scenario takes advantage of both the SB and PB in order to support pumping at the desired 

rate. The model reaches equilibrium at ~6511 m3d-1. 

Table 3.9: Rate Budget for groundwater flow model under four scenarios as follows: natural conditions, 

S1-only conditions, S3-only conditions, and a maximum pumping scenario which includes S1 and S3 

pumping at a rate of 3000 m3d-1 and 2500 m3d-1, respectively. 

 Rate Budget (m3d-1) 
 Natural 

Conditions   

Siivilä 1 Pumping 
Conditions 

Siivilä 3 Pumping 
Conditions 

Maximum Pumping 
Scenario   

 IN OUT IN OUT IN OUT IN OUT 
Surficial  

Recharge 
3681.9 0 3681.9 0 3681.9 0 3681.9 0 

South  
Boundary (SB) 

0 3680.9 0 3071.6 0 1791.8 0 1010.6 

Perimeter 
Boundary (PB) 

0 0 2555.5 0 473.6 0 2828.6 0 

Pumping 
Rate 

0 0 0 3166 0 2363 0 5500 

Entire  
Domain 

3681.9 3680.9 6237.4 6237.6 4155.5 4154.8 6510.5 6510.6 
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Figure 3.13: Bar plot of simulated groundwater flux budget comparisons under natural conditions and 

pumping conditions. Pumping conditions include the S1-only pumping model, S3-only pumping model, 

and the simultaneous S1 and S3 maximum pumping model. 

3.3.4 Bedrock Contribution 
 

To further understand the Paloluoma groundwater system, the potential interaction between 

bedrock and sediments was explored. The interaction between bedrock and sediment can be analysed 

by performing an internal transfer budget analysis at the bedrock-sediment interface. Figure 3.14 

illustrates the internal transfer between bedrock and sediment rate budget under natural conditions 

and pumping conditions at S1 and S3. The same boundaries from the previous rate budget analyses are 

observed and include the recharge boundary at the surface of the model, the South Boundary (SB), the 

Perimeter Boundary (PB), and the pumping boundary. In addition, a fifth boundary is observed and 

illustrates the boundary between bedrock and sediment in purple in figure 3.14. 

Beginning with the bedrock budget under natural conditions, a large portion of total flux into 

the system involves an internal transfer from sediment to bedrock. For total flux out, bedrock to 

sediment transfer accounts for 100%. Furthermore, total flux out, which consists only of bedrock to 

sediment internal transfer, is greater than total flux in.  
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Figure 3.14: Paloluoma valley water balance for the simulation under S1-only (top left) and S3-only (top right) pumping conditions. Explicitly 

observing bedrock (ROC) to sediment internal transfer budget. 
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During the pumping cases, flow dynamics are similar. Figure 3.14 presents the flux rates at S1-

only and S3-only conditions. For S1-only and S3-only pumping, the ratio between bedrock to sediment 

internal transfer remains consistent. There is not much variability. However, during S1-only pumping, 

more water is being pulled from bedrock than is being pulled during S3-only pumping. This is likely 

because S1 is pumping at a greater rate than S3 but also further supports the interpretation that 

pumping from S1 is supported by bedrock fractures or overlying units.  

3.4 Discussion and Conclusion 
 

The groundwater flow model developed to investigate the Paloluoma BBV hydrogeologic system 

is based on the current conceptual understanding of both the subsurface geology and hydrogeology of 

the study area. It is important to recognize that it is a simplification of reality with some parts of the 

model domain being more uncertain than others. The flow model is intended to be a tool for quantifying 

the valley’s groundwater resources and to identify where more data may be needed. As there are 

simplifications, there are also assumptions that go along with the model that need to be considered 

when applying it as a tool. For instance, the hydrostratigraphic model, which the flow model is based on, 

has its own uncertainties that are now tied to the flow model as well. The main uncertainties are related 

to the geometry, thickness, and extent of the units in-between data (Anderson & Woessner, 1992; 

Refsgaard et al., 2012). These uncertainties are true for any geological or hydrostratigraphic model and 

are not unique to the Paloluoma BBV model. The hydrostratigraphic model was built using a 

deterministic approach, which is a good approach to ensure the model is geologically consistent; 

however, uncertainty is difficult to quantify with this approach (Bianchi et al., 2021). 

One of the model uncertainties stems from the distribution and density of available data. For 

example, there is limited water level data in the north part of the study area. This leads to making 

assumptions about the water table in this area. Due to this constraint in available hydraulic head data in 

some areas, the approach to calibrate the model using synthetic observation points was favoured. The 

use of synthetic observation points to verify the model and also make meaningful predictions is not 

uncommon where data are sparse, but should also be considered for bias when analysing results of the 

model (Haworth et al., 2018; Limaye et al., 2006; Nair & Indu, 2020). Another point to consider is that 

the set of calibrated parameters produced from this study provides an optimal solution in regard to the 

objective functions (RMSE and NSE). However, a different set of parameters may give results that may 
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also be plausible. This is an ongoing problem related to the non-uniqueness issue in building models 

(Abbaspour, 2005). 

From the three pumping conditions explored, pumping at Siivilä 3 produced the least drawdown 

both in terms of depth and extent. In addition to the fact that S3 was pumping at a lower rate than S1, 

the geology and subsurface structure at this location contributes to the lower drawdown. This is 

because S3 is pumping from the deepest aquifer in the valley, whereas S1 is pumping from a location 

with more nearby connectivity between aquifer units. Specifically, aquifer 2 that is pumped by S1 is 

more extensive laterally and perhaps more connected with other aquifers, i.e., less isolated, which 

means that it receives water from overlying/connected aquifers than deeper, more isolated aquifers 

(like aquifer 1 that is pumped by S3). This situation leads to greater and more laterally extensive 

drawdown during pumping at S1.  

Another important difference relates to the source of the water between S1 and S3. From rate 

budget analyses, we have come to understand that at S1, there is likely contribution from upper 

aquifers, and/or the underlying bedrock, when pumping aquifer 2. In contrast, water extracted from S3 

during pumping comes mainly from captured discharge that would have otherwise flowed out of the 

system in the absence of pumping, which is illustrated by the SB exhibiting a drastic drop in flux out 

during S3 pumping. 

Furthermore, seeing how inflow and outflow compares between bedrock and sediment has 

further improved our understanding of the flow dynamics of the Paloluoma valley. However, 

geochemical analyses suggest minimal contribution from bedrock to sediment (Kietäväinen, 2015). 

Nonetheless, this bedrock rate budget analysis was still performed based on new suspicions of bedrock 

contribution. With these results and previous results from pumping data, there is a strong case to 

further explore bedrock structure. 

Moreover, the system appears capable, based on rate budget analyses, to adapt to varying 

exploitation rates and ultimately reach equilibrium. However, the effects of the change in 

potentiometric surface on the local ecosystem is unknown as it is beyond the scope of this study. Future 

research may explore effects to surface water bodies in the northern region as well as possible effects 

on the biodiversity in the region.  

It is in the best interest of the nearby municipalities to protect this resource as there may be 

detrimental environmental and socio-economic consequences if overexploited. As such, an improved 
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understanding of the aquifer system was required to make good decisions surrounding the use of the 

valley’s groundwater resource. Being the first study of its kind in this region, this model provides the first 

step towards gaining a better understanding of the Paloluoma BBV hydrogeologic system. The resultant 

groundwater flow model can be used as a useful tool to manage the Paloluoma BBV’s freshwater 

resource. Based on this initial model and the series of modelling experiments presented herein, the 

system under natural conditions limits inflow solely from recharge and outflow solely from the south 

end boundary. Furthermore, a sustainable rate of pumping could be achieved if limited to reasonable 

rates that bring the system to equilibrium. Nonetheless, modelling shows that such pumping at S1 

would draw water from the adjacent valley to the west, therefore impacting an area that extends 

beyond the model domain considered in this study. It would thus be important to expand the model 

domain to include the other buried valleys around the Paloluoma BBV. It would also be important to 

reduce uncertainty by adding wells across the recharge area to the north, as well as by investigating the 

hydrogeology of the underlying bedrock unit. Future monitoring of the area during planned pumping 

should also be conducted to see how the real drawdown develops and to study how it may impact the 

ecosystem. Overall, management of the groundwater system is now aided with the groundwater flow 

model, which should be useful in guiding decisions and policies surrounding the use of this groundwater 

resource until new data from further studies, new modelling, and monitoring become available.
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 Chapter 4  

Conclusion  

This chapter first summarizes the key findings and contributions from each chapter of the thesis. 

Then, the important uncertainties and limitations of the flow model are described. Afterward, the 

findings from this study are placed into the broader context of previous studies. Finally, the main 

implications of this study are stated, and recommendations are made about potential future work.  

4.1 Summary of Key Findings 
 

The key findings of the Paloluoma BBV study are related to the characterization of the aquifer 

system, the conceptual model that was developed to represent the system, and the groundwater flow 

model aiming to provide a quantitative understanding of the system. The steps taken for each part of 

this study followed conventional flow model building practises that are commonly applied in the 

literature.  

The characterization of the Paloluoma BBV aquifer system relied on methods such as water 

balances and pumping test analyses that were used to estimate hydraulic parameters such as 

groundwater recharge and hydraulic conductivity, respectively. In addition to estimating hydraulic 

parameters, hydrostratigraphic analysis and building of the 3D subsurface structure were also 

conducted. The initial stratigraphy of the valley was given hydraulic significance to build a series of 

aquifers and aquitards that shape the 3D hydrostratigraphic model. The 3D hydrostratigraphic model 

coupled with the estimated hydraulic parameters were used to construct the hydrogeological 

conceptual model of the aquifer system. The conceptual model is the foundation of the groundwater 

flow model as it is an amalgamation of key processes and parameters of the Paloluoma BBV 

groundwater system. The flow model is a valuable tool used to simulate the BBV environment and 

explore the aquifer’s response to varying pumping rates in detail as well as to help identify long-term 

sustainable extraction rates.  

The geological setting of the Paloluoma BBV was introduced in Chapter 1. In summary, the study 

area is a confined buried bedrock valley overlain with Quaternary sediment deposits that host a 

productive aquifer system. The area underwent a successive series of ice margin oscillations of the 

Fennoscandian Ice sheet, as it lies in an interlobate zone where adjacent ice lobes interacted. As a result 

of the complex glacial history of the study area, sediments accumulated in the subsurface of the valley 
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are highly complex in their interstratification. The complicated internal structure produces a sediment 

assemblage such that several coarse sand and gravel deposits are interbedded with matrix-rich till 

sheets and fine-grained units (e.g., glaciomarine). The surface of the valley is also quite variable from 

one end of the study area to the other end, which has an important control over the spatial distribution 

of recharge. The center of the study area is characterized predominantly by clay and silt deposits, which 

record relatively short-lived marine inundation and retreat phases. The northern highland region of the 

area is characterized by raised beach ridges, which represent the net effect of both the eustatic sea level 

rise and isostatic rebound (Sutcliffe et al., 2000). Erosional events have resulted in bedrock outcrops at 

topographic highs. As a result of these events, a variety of hydrofacies having distinct hydraulic 

properties were delineated and described in detail in Chapter 2. This work was performed as part of 

building the conceptual model. 

From Chapter 2, which explored the conceptual model, an improved conceptual understanding 

of the Paloluoma BBV was achieved, especially with respect to hydraulic parameters, processes, and 

hydrostratigraphy. With respect to hydraulic parameters, multiple conventional methods based on the 

literature were used to estimate hydraulic conductivity and recharge. Specifically, sediment information 

from borehole logs, pumping test analyses, and hydrostratigraphic geometry were used to estimate 

hydraulic conductivity. As well, the water balance method, groundwater flux method, surficial geological 

information, and hydrostratigraphic structure were used to estimate recharge and the extent of 

recharge zones. From the results of these methods, additional information such as aquifer behaviour 

and hydraulic boundaries of the system were interpreted. Specifically, pumping test analyses indicated 

that the Paloluoma BBV aquifer behaves in a leaky fashion and that a positive boundary limit is present. 

This suggests that the aquifer units may be receiving groundwater from another source. The 

hydrostratigraphic unit geometry and structure information was solved through the construction of the 

3D hydrostratigraphic model. The 3D hydrostratigraphic model presents the subsurface structure of the 

Paloluoma BBV. There is a total of seven aquitards stratigraphically alternating with seven aquifers. 

Processes and information that were interpreted based on the hydrostratigraphic model include 

preferential flow pathways, boundaries, and notable aquifer features.  

The conceptual model from chapter 2 offers key findings, which are summarized in this 

paragraph. Groundwater flow direction was found to generally occur from north to south. There was 

minimum groundwater interaction between surface water bodies and subsurface units due to thick and 

continuous fine-grained deposits in the south and central region of the study area (including areas that 
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underlain the Paloluoma Stream), which act as a barrier. However, small springs in the north are fed by 

groundwater. Accordingly, since the central and south regions are dominated with fine-grained deposits, 

these areas are considered poor recharge zones. On the contrary, the north and northwestern region of 

the study area, where topographic highs area observed and coarse-grained sediments dominate, good 

recharge zones were inferred. Recharge rates determined through a water balance and the groundwater 

flux method were estimated to be approximately 80 mm/a. From these methods, a possible range of 35 

mm/a to 150 mm/a depending on the year, was determined for recharge. Pumping tests indicated that 

the aquifer behaves in a confined and leaky nature. Local flow pathways between aquifers can be 

interpreted to be present on account of direct vertical unit connectivity in the central region of the study 

area between aquifers two and five. This suggests that flow from shallow aquifers to deep aquifers is 

possible. Further exploration of the study area using geophysical methods has also led to the 

identification of permeable structures within the bedrock which supports earlier suspicions and could 

also greatly contribute to the leaky flow behaviour found during pumping test analysis. Being the first 

study of its kind in the region, future research around the region can be supported with this study. 

Assembling the interpretations and results from each of these methods, developed the Paloluoma BBV 

conceptual model.  

In Chapter 3, the constructed conceptual model was used to build the numerical flow model, 

which was critical to obtain a quantitative understanding of the Paloluoma BBV hydrogeological system. 

To this end, four simulation goals/scenarios were addressed: (1) produce steady-state stabilized 

conditions, (2) verify the model with field pumping observations, (3) understand where water is coming 

from and going to, and (4) explore what could be the future maximum sustainable pumping scenario. 

Also, from the construction of the flow model to the exploration of pumping scenarios, this chapter 

detailed the workflow at each step. The flow model was constructed with the conceptual model as its 

foundation. Thus, both models share the same characteristics, extent, and boundaries. The flow model 

is structured using a finite element numerical grid and code to simulate groundwater flow dynamics. The 

finite element grid was generated with a 2D supermesh, which is the framework of all basic geometric 

information the flow modelling software, FEFLOW, algorithm requires (Diersch, 2014). The 2D mesh is 

extended in the z-direction and in the process, triangular elements become triangular prisms, which 

model layers are comprised of. There are a total of 66 layers that compose the 15-unit model. The total 

number of nodes and elements that make up the model is 2 396 992 and 4 632 926, respectively. Once 

constructed, the flow model is calibrated to verify its reliability to simulate field conditions. Successful 

model calibration then allows the exploration of the system under various pumping scenarios. Of these 
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scenarios, a maximum realistic pumping scenario is studied to model the effect that such a level of 

exploitation has on the Paloluoma BBV groundwater system. These scenarios are studied and quantified 

using rate budgets at specific boundaries of interest. The change and comparison between scenarios at 

each boundary provide insight into how key areas of the model react to varying pumping rates. With this 

knowledge, previous understandings of the system are improved. Specifically, understandings of 

groundwater flow dynamics, connections between recharge and discharge areas, and aquifer response 

to pumping are improved. In conclusion, the groundwater flow model can be used as a useful tool for 

quantifying the valley’s groundwater resources and exploring varying pumping scenarios. Once 

quantified, the nearby Town of Kurikka and Vaasa will have the proper tools to make effective decisions 

surrounding the sustainability of their groundwater resource system. It is in the best interest of the 

nearby municipalities to protect this resource as there may be detrimental environmental and socio-

economic consequences if overexploited. These consequences are explained in a later section. 

In summary, key findings from chapter 3 include flow dynamics under natural conditions 

showing particle pathways travelling from shallow to deep aquifers across the model domain to 

discharge areas, which are dominated by deeper aquifers that extend across sub-basins. Flow dynamics 

under pumping conditions were quite different and varied depending on pumping location. The source 

of water for production well, Siivilä 1, is likely contributed from upper aquifers or underlying bedrock 

when pumping from aquifer 2. Drawdowns induced by pumping at Siivilä 1 reach the watershed 

boundary and thus capture groundwater coming from outside of the Paloluoma BBV system. The source 

of groundwater at production well, Siivilä 3, which is pumping from aquifer 1, mainly comes from 

captured discharge that would have otherwise flowed out of the system in the absence of pumping. The 

maximum pumping scenario that was explored utilized both source areas for water for ultimate 

extraction. Also from rate budget analyses, interaction at the bedrock and sediment interface showed 

quite significant activity, enough to recommend further research about bedrock structure in the area. 

The maximum pumping scenario (5500 m3d-1) was found to be sustainable in terms of groundwater 

availability but it draws groundwater from outside of the watershed and reduces outflow out of the 

watershed. Groundwater production in the valley thus has impacts outside of the watershed that will 

need to be considered if other production wells are operated in adjacent watersheds. 

4.2 Uncertainties and Limitations 
 

Uncertainties and limitations of the Paloluoma BBV model must also be considered. After all, the 

groundwater flow model developed of the Paloluoma BBV is a simplification of reality. As there are 
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simplifications, there are assumptions that go along with the model that need to be considered when 

applying it as a tool. For instance, the hydrostratigraphic model, which the flow model is based on, has 

its own uncertainties that are now tied to the flow model as well. Such uncertainties include errors in 

the geometry, thickness, and extent of the units (Anderson & Woessner, 1992; Refsgaard et al., 2012). 

These uncertainties are true for any geological or hydrostratigraphic model and are not unique to the 

Paloluoma BBV model.  

One of the model limitations is sourced from the available data at hand for the project. For 

example, there is limited data for water level in the north part of the study area, which required 

assumptions about the water table and recharge in this area which is quite important for groundwater 

renewal in the aquifer system. Due to the limited availability of hydraulic head data in some areas, the 

approach to calibrate the model using synthetic observation points was necessary and effective. The use 

of synthetic observation points to verify a model and also make meaningful predictions is not 

uncommon where data is sparse, but should also be considered for bias when analysing results of the 

model (Haworth et al., 2018; Limaye et al., 2006; Nair & Indu, 2020). Another area of uncertainty 

includes the presence of bedrock fractures. Suspicion of the presence of bedrock fractures is heightened 

and may play a larger role in the groundwater system than initially suspected. Another point to consider 

is that while the set of calibrated parameters produced from this study provides an optimal solution in 

regard to the objective functions (RMSE and NSE), a different set of parameters may provide just as 

good of results. This is an ongoing problem related to the non-uniqueness issue present during model 

building (Abbaspour, 2005). Moreover, the flow model was designed based on the current 

hydrometeorological and hydrogeological conditions of the region. If these conditions were to change or 

improved data was acquired from additional fieldwork, the flow model would require updating to 

continue to effectively represent the study site. As a result of the model-building process and analysis of 

the flow model results, more questions or uncertainties have been identified. That is to say, more 

detailed gaps in the knowledge of the system have been distinguished. For example, questions about 

the hydrogeological characteristics of the northern region of the study area including water levels under 

natural conditions and pumping conditions, as well as questions about the significance of the role that 

the bedrock-sediment interface plays, which in turn raises questions about the structure of bedrock. 

These gaps are a good starting point to address for the next stage of research.   
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4.3 Comparing Previous Studies to the Paloluoma BBV  
 

Previous studies that have investigated aquifer systems via groundwater modelling that have set 

the standard when exploring sustainable groundwater extraction are compared and contrasted to the 

Paloluoma BBV in this section. These studies share a common goal as this study, which is to develop an 

improved understanding of an aquifer system. They utilize state-of-the-art flow modelling processes 

that are now commonly used and documented in the literature that will guide pumping and 

management plans. Examples of such studies include research on the aquifer system of Southwestern 

Quebec and the Waterloo Moraine. It should be noted that these studies while sharing the same goal as 

this thesis, were conducted by larger teams over several years. For context, it is useful to again specify 

that the Paloluoma BBV study is the first study of its kind in the region.  

Beginning with the aquifer system of SW Quebec, Savard et al. (2013) produced a study that 

encompassed multiple sites including the Chatham quarry, St-Eustache quarry, Saint-Benoît, Saint-

Janvier and Sainte-Anne-des-Plaines within its 1500 km2 study area. The aquifer system is predominantly 

hosted at the interface of the fractured sedimentary rocks and the directly overlying layer of glaciofluvial 

Quaternary sediments. The glaciofluvial Quaternary sediments layer is thin in comparison to its overlying 

till and proglacial fine-grained layers that provide semi-confined to confined conditions, especially along 

buried valleys. There are three main buried valleys within the study area that are filled predominantly by 

fine-grained sediments deposited in the Champlain Sea, a short-lived inland sea that inundated the St. 

Lawrence valley during deglaciation of the region.  

The regional aquifer of the SW Quebec system is different from the Paloluoma BBV system in 

that the former consists of elongated glaciofluvial deposits directly overlying fractured sedimentary 

rocks. It is thus a mixed porous/fractured aquifer system (rock/sediment interface). In contrast, the 

Paloluoma BBV hydrostratigraphy contains more interlayered aquifers-aquitards and the sequence is 

overlying igneous rocks for which little is still known about its fracture network and density. However, 

the two studies are similar to one another in the sense that both study areas were inundated by a 

postglacial inland sea which deposited several meters of fine-grained material layering the buried valleys 

of comparable size, which provide semi-confined to confined conditions. Moreover, the Quaternary 

aquifers from both studies consist, at least in part, of glaciofluvial deposits mostly composed of coarse 

sand and gravel. Future studies of the Paloluoma BBV should provide important new information about 

the underlying fractured bedrock and what role it plays in the regional groundwater system. 
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Regarding assessing hydraulic parameters and building models to determine sustainable 

pumping rates, the two studies follow a similar workflow. Both studies begin with characterizing the 

aquifer system and hydrogeology, which is followed by assessing hydraulic parameters like recharge and 

hydraulic conductivity. While the workflow is similar, there are differences in methods between the two 

studies. For example, when assessing hydraulic parameters, the Savard et al. study used lysimeters, 

monitored water levels from observation wells, and applied a water balance method to estimate local 

recharge. Of these approaches, the Paloluoma BBV study applied a water balance method to estimate 

recharge, but also applied the groundwater flux method. The rate of recharge is 45 mm/a and 50 mm/a 

for the Savard et al. study and the Paloluoma BBV study, respectively. These rates are similar as the 

climates of the two regions are also similar (SW Quebec is under the Dfb Köppen climate classification 

whereas West Finland is under the Dfc classification; the main difference being that the summers are 

warmer in SW Quebec compared to West Finland). Recharge areas are also similar as they occur via 

coarse material or by bedrock outcrops in both studies. Savard et al. took things a step further and 

estimated recharge at the regional scale using the Darcy method (Nimmo et al., 1994; Sammis et al., 

1982). Since the study area for the Paloluoma BBV is much smaller than the aquifer system of SW 

Quebec, it was not necessary to estimate recharge at a greater scale. Another key difference between 

the two studies is that the region of SW Quebec is more populated and its aquifer system is pumped at a 

higher rate than the Paloluoma BBV region and system.   

Another aquifer system to compare with the Paloluoma BBV study is the Waterloo Moraine in 

Ontario, Canada. The Waterloo Moraine has been highly studied because it provides the main source of 

freshwater for a fast-growing municipality (Bajc et al., 2014, 2018; Blackport et al., 2014; Meyer et al., 

2014). It lies in a complex interlobate glaciofluvial zone, similar to the Paloluoma BBV zone but there are 

no moraine-type (positive-relief) features within the Paloluoma BBV region because it is a valley; 

sediments filled a depression instead of forming a broad positive-relief deposit on the landscape. This 

difference of course has implications for the hydrogeological system. Nonetheless, the similar 

interlobate setting influenced by oscillating ice margins and glacial lake impoundments have led to 

highly heterogeneous hydrostratigraphy in both cases. When it comes to hydrostratigraphic delineation, 

both studies implemented similar strategies. As previously mentioned, the Paloluoma BBV 14 

hydrostratigraphic layered model was delineated using borehole to bedrock logs and glacial history. In 

comparison, Bajc and Shirota (2007) delineated 19 hydrostratigraphic layers for the Waterloo Moraine 

using borehole logs, glacial history, and geophysical profiles. To analyse the effect of varying pumping 

rates, both regions were modelled using the finite element method. Meyer et al. (2014) explored 
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varying pumping rates, groundwater recharge and climate variability, to produce multiple realizations of 

capture zone data to reduce subjectivity. While the Paloluoma BBV study explored most of these 

variables, one variable it did not explore is climate variability. This can be explored in future research. 

Also, the Paloluoma BBV aquifer system is not as heavily exploited as the Waterloo Moraine, which 

supports a much larger population. Studies surrounding the Waterloo Moraine have also explored 

possible negative environmental effects that could result from mismanagement of the aquifer. For 

example, if left unmanaged, sensitive surface water features could be subjected to more than a 10% 

reduction in baseflow (Meyer et al., 2014). Such studies should also be performed for the Paloluoma 

BBV region in the future.  

In support of managing groundwater, there has been an extensive monitoring system deployed 

across the Waterloo Moraine area that helps support various efforts including drinking water source 

protection, low water response, climate change studies, planning application and academic research. 

This system continuously records water levels and temperature on an hourly basis (GRCA, 2020). The 

Paloluoma region could also benefit from implementing such a monitoring system.  

4.4 Implications and Recommendations 
 

The knowledge gathered from this study and the data/results presented by the flow model 

provides the first step towards the protection of the groundwater resource and is part of an ongoing 

process to ensure sustainable management of the Paloluoma BBV. From this study, an overall improved 

understanding of the Paloluoma BBV was achieved. The resultant groundwater flow model explored 

exploitation opportunities and analysed flux dynamics under a maximum realistic pumping scenario. The 

flow model results coupled with the three-month long pumping tests from 2014 and 2015, which in 

itself expresses sustainable extraction, have established a good understanding of the system and 

demonstrates some certainty regarding sustainable extraction.  

This maximum pumping scenario, while achievable, may undergo some consideration as 

multiple wells were active and there may be some degree of interaction between these wells. 

Moreover, under this maximum pumping scenario, neighbouring watersheds, specifically to the west, 

are impacted, which may govern further investigation around the Paloluoma region. This impact is 

largely from Siivilä 1 as it exploits shallower aquifers and draws water from the west boundary. 

Therefore, pumping rates at Siivilä 1 could be reduced to mitigate these outcomes and instead, 

increasing the pumping rate at Siivilä 3 may be explored. Likewise, in the future, the flow model can be 
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used as a tool to make effective decisions surrounding the sustainability of the GW resource system. 

Future research in the region should be emphasized around the sustainability of each pumping scenario 

and work towards constructing a monitoring and management plan that considers the adverse effects of 

over-pumping. These adverse effects include but are not limited to 1- changes in surface water bodies, 

2- changes to biota, 3- reduction in aquifer storage, and 4- changes in groundwater quality. While 

groundwater quality is not an issue for the Paloluoma BBV groundwater system currently, increased 

exploitation may reduce subsurface residence times, which may cause contaminated water to be drawn. 

A monitoring system should be implemented to characterize and detect changes in groundwater 

geochemistry over time. Also, it is important to monitor the water levels to ensure they do not fall 

below safe levels. The monitoring system will ensure that the productive aquifer system is not exploited 

beyond its means. Furthermore, as the nearby municipalities grow, anthropogenic use should also be 

measured. As previously mentioned, this study has indicated important uncertainties about the system, 

which itself will also drive future research. Applying the practises and knowledge from this study 

towards assessing an aquifer, especially one as complex as this one, will benefit researchers and industry 

members when considering similar areas. 
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Appendix I: Cross-section comparisons between preliminary GTK model (top) and final 3D hydrostratigraphic model (bottom) for select 

locations. 
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Appendix II: Pumping test analysis for observation wells: KUU19, 21, 22, 

and 23B during pumping at Siivilä 1. 
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Appendix III: Pumping test analysis for observation wells: MIHP 3, 9, 10, 

and 12 during pumping at Siivilä 3. 
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Appendix IV: Drawdown plots at observed wells during pumping at Siivilä 1 and Siivilä 3. 

 

 

 


